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Eccentric lunar frozen orbits are analyzed in this study in relation to lunar
navigation and communications missions, particularly the proposed Magnolia-1 mission. A
review of background material and existing literature is presented, and potential limitations
are discussed. Perturbation analyses are performed in both a preliminary and a numerical
fashion, and a general set of perturbations is identified. Analysis of potential orbits is
performed through calculation of a maximum deviation metric and through visualization as
a function of initial orbital elements. Trends are identified within a closed search space by
varying elements individually and in combination. Potential orbit designs for the Magnolia-1
mission are selected and a method of orbit refinement is used to improve behavior.
Conclusions are made involving general trends related to eccentric lunar frozen orbits and
the specific designs proposed for the Magnolia-1 mission, and a method for the design of
similar orbits is suggested.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Beginning with the 1966 Soviet Luna 10 spacecraft, the first successful lunar orbiter,
missions to the Moon have typically been characterized by relatively short durations and
complex, expensive spacecraft. Given the Bush administration’s call in 2004 for a renewed
investment in lunar spacecraft combined with a limited budget for unmanned systems,
there is an increasing demand for lunar missions that are small, lightweight, long-lasting,
and inexpensive. There is likewise an increased interest in lunar orbit designs that advance
these goals.
Historically, orbit design for lunar missions has focused on low-altitude, short-lived
orbits that could be extended through the use of orbit maintenance maneuvers. During the
1960s and 1970s, this focus also included orbits of interest to manned missions—that is,
nearly equatorial orbits with focused coverage of the Earth-facing side. In the more recent
missions of the 1990s and 2000s, these requirements began to change. Mission durations
were extended from several months to multiple years, and mission designers began focusing
on the polar regions, necessitating orbits with inclinations closer to 90°. However, due to the
scientific instruments on board, such orbits were usually of low altitude and circular, with
altitudes in the range of 100km. Also, such orbits were not classically frozen, and required
periodic maneuvers to maintain.
With the current interest in small satellite technology for lunar exploration and
communications, these design requirements have changed further. Instead of low-altitude
1

circular orbits, there is a need for highly eccentric orbits with long coverage times over the
polar region of interest. The focus on small inexpensive vehicles also introduces a
requirement for stable orbits that do not require orbital maintenance over the lifetime of
the mission. This combination of requirements is increasing in importance and is the focus
of this study.
Chapter II consists of the background information necessary to understand the
progression of this research. It begins by describing the general properties of the
Earth/Moon system and continues to outline the proposed Magnolia-1 lunar mission, its
design goals, and its requirements in terms of orbit design. It then provides a general
overview of lunar frozen orbits, along with a brief survey of the previous literature on the
topic. Finally, it provides a discussion of the initial path taken in this research, the difficulties
encountered, and the process ultimately selected.
Chapter III discusses the perturbation analysis necessary to support the study of
lunar frozen orbits. It outlines the full range of perturbations available for such a study, then
discusses the procedure taken to select those of most importance. Finally the results of the
analysis are presented in terms of the set of perturbations deemed important for the
remainder of the study.
Chapter IV describes the initial portion of the research, including the methodology
chosen, the characteristics of the baseline reference orbit, and the process used to
characterize the solution space. A preliminary study is shown that includes trades of single
elements from the baseline orbit, followed by a further study of multiple-element trades.
Results of these studies are discussed specifically and in terms of the general trends
identified.
Chapter V discusses the sample orbits ultimately chosen for further study. This
includes the set of initial orbits of interest, the reasoning behind their selection, and the
2

results of the preliminary analysis. It also includes the final set of refined orbits, along with
additional analysis results and comparisons to the original baseline design orbit.
Chapter VI contains the final results and conclusions of the research. The technical
results obtained in the previous chapter are discussed in the context of the background and
goals of the study, and any potential problems are identified. Ideas for further study are also
given in the context of the scope and limitations of this research.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
Earth/Moon System
The Earth/Moon system is unique in the solar system. Unlike most other systems of
planets and their natural satellites, the mass of the Moon is large compared to that of Earth
(approximately 1∕80). One consequence of this is that the center of mass of the two bodies,
known as the barycenter, lies a significant distance from the center of the Earth, but still
within the Earth’s radius. This, together with other complications, gives the Moon a highly
complex orbit that remains very difficult to analyze.
The motion of the Moon about the Earth can be approximated as a simple two-body
orbit with a period of 27.32166 days and the orbital elements shown in Table 1 [1]. This
period is the sidereal period, or the physical angular period relative to the stars. There is
also a synodic period, defined as the time between identical moon phases, of approximately
29.53059 days [2]. The difference between the two is due to the simultaneous motion of the
Earth about the Sun.
Table 1
Orbital parameters of the Moon about Earth [1]
semimajor axis
eccentricity
inclination
right ascension of the ascending node
argument of periapsis
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384400km
0.05490
5.145396°
0.0°
0.0°

The Moon rotates at a constant rate of exactly once per orbital period. As a result,
only one side of the Moon (the “near side”) is ever visible from the Earth. Libration causes
this visible portion to be slightly greater than half of the lunar surface (up to 59%). Libration
in latitude is the apparent tilting of the lunar axis of rotation toward and away from Earth
caused by the inclination of the lunar orbit. This inclination is approximately 6.7°, causing
an identical angle to be visible beyond the north and south lunar poles at certain times of
the month. Libration in longitude is a similar effect, but is caused by the eccentricity of the
lunar orbit. This causes the motion of the Moon to be slower at certain points of its orbit
than at others, allowing an observer on Earth to see slightly beyond 50% of the surface in
longitude. Finally, there is the daily (or diurnal) libration caused by the rotation of the Earth.
As the Moon “rises”, an observer can again see slightly beyond the forward face, and slightly
beyond the trailing face as it “sets”. In total, approximately 41% of the lunar surface is
constantly visible by an Earth observer (when illuminated), and 18% is alternately visible.
Like Earth, the Moon is not a smooth spherical body of constant density, as
approximated in the restricted two-body problem of orbital mechanics. It is instead slightly
oblate, also like Earth, and contains extensive regions of concentrated mass far from the
lunar center. These deviations from the spherical approximation are important to designers
of lunar satellites, as they affect the satellites’ orbits and perturb them from the behavior
predicted by the approximate two-body solution. To account for these perturbations,
extensive studies have been carried out by previous lunar missions to try to determine the
nature of the lunar gravity field with increasing precision.
As with any planet or celestial body, the lunar surface can be divided into tiles, each
carrying a coefficient representing a contribution to the gravity field of the entire body.
Zonal tiles are those that divide the surface into bands of latitude, and represent
contributions to the overall oblateness of the planet. Sectorial terms divide the surface into
5

bands of longitude, representing deviations from the sphere along the axis of rotation.
Tesseral terms divide the surface into tiles of both longitude and latitude, and represent
local contributions to the gravity field (such as a mountain or a crater). These coefficients
are collected into a full model described by its degree (the number of zonal terms) and its
order (the number of sectorial terms). The number of tesseral terms is simply the product of
the degree and the order.
The first lunar gravity field models were calculated from data obtained in 1966 and
1967 by the Soviet Luna 10 mission and the first four U.S. Lunar Orbiter missions [3]. These
missions allowed for the development of the Lorell and Sjogren model of degree 8 and order
4 (8x4) in 1968, the Liu and Laing 15x8 model in 1971, and the Michael and Blackshear
13x13 model in 1972. The U.S. Apollo program allowed for further study of the lunar gravity
field with Apollo 15 and 16, both of which released subsatellites that returned tracking data
from low lunar orbit. These allowed for the development of the Ferrari model of 1977 and
the Bills and Ferrari model of 1980, up to degree and order 16. Further analysis of all
historical data was done by Konopliv et al., leading to the 1993 Lun60d gravity model of
degree and order 60. In 1997 the 70x70 GLGM-2 model was released, including data from
the 1994 U.S. Clementine mission. Most recently, data returned by the 1998 Lunar
Prospector mission was combined with cumulative historical data to arrive at the LP series
of lunar gravity models, culminating with the 2000 LP165P model of degree and order 165.
The derivation of gravity field models from real-world missions includes a series of
complicating factors. The biggest of these is the fact that none of the models developed to
this point include tracking data over the far side of the Moon, since direct communication
with Earth there is impossible. In addition, all such models are derived from tracking data of
satellites, and are necessarily dependent on the orbits of those satellites in terms of
inclination, altitude, etc., and may not be applicable to future missions with different orbital
6

characteristics. Due to these complications, it is generally acknowledged that the LP165P
model up to degree and order 110 is reliable, but that above 110 (and especially above 145)
reliability is diminished due to data noise.
Despite these considerations, the lunar gravity field to low degree and order is
considered stable and reliable, and can be used to develop conclusions about the nature of
the lunar geography. The Earth’s gravity field is dominated by the so-called J2 term, the first
non-zero zonal term in the Earth gravity field. All higher terms are orders of magnitude less,
and as a result designers for Earth orbits can sometimes design only for the J2 term and
ignore the others. Table 2 shows the first 10 zonal terms of the Earth gravity field (the J1
term represents the offset of the coordinate system origin from the center of the body, and is
usually zero).
Table 2
First 10 zonal terms of Earth gravity field (JGM3, normalized) [4]
-4.8416537488647e-04
J2
9.5717059088800e-07
J3
5.3977706835730e-07
J4
6.8658987986543e-08
J5
-1.4967156178604e-07
J6
9.0722941643232e-08
J7
4.9118003174734e-08
J8
2.7385060950085e-08
J9
5.4130445738812e-08
J10
The Moon is much less oblate than the Earth, and as a result has no dominant J2
zonal term. Table 3 shows the first 10 zonal terms of the Moon gravity field. It can be readily
seen that not only is the J2 zonal term far less dominant than that for Earth, the J6 and J7
terms are actually slightly larger than the J3 and J4 terms. The effect of this is that lunar
orbits cannot be designed with only the J2 term in consideration.
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Table 3
First 10 zonal terms of Moon gravity field (LP165P, normalized) [4]
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10

-9.0933087157900000E-05
-3.2035914003000000E-06
3.1973095717200000E-06
-2.1570382068200000E-07
3.7657806186600000E-06
5.6222117872800000E-06
2.3464996801200000E-06
-3.5550338295600000E-06
-9.3114073326600000E-07

Magnolia-1 Mission
Magnolia-1 is a joint lunar communications relay mission in development by the
National Air and Space Administration (NASA), Surrey Space Technology Limited (SSTL),
and Mississippi State University as a potential precursor mission in NASA’s lunar
exploration program. Its purpose is to provide communications relay and “GPS-like”
capabilities to the lunar surface in a technology demonstration role, with cost as the
primary design driver [5].
SSTL is a leader in the small satellite market, having designed and launched 27 such
satellites for programs around the world [6]. Small satellites are characterized by not only
their mass (typically defined as less than 500kg), but also by their design philosophy. In
contrast with typical large satellite programs, small satellites can accept higher risk due to
their low cost, and are generally relatively simple, with few mission goals and a short
lifetime. They are primarily designed using off-the-shelf technologies, and their operations
are highly automated, with multiple satellites being controlled by a single group, or often by
a single person. This philosophy is enabled in SSTL’s case by the use of standardized
platform buses and components that can be used as-is in many types of missions. One
recent application of these design principles is the Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC),
8

a constellation of 5 earth-observing microsatellites (less than 100kg each) that provide daily
images of the entire Earth for rapid response to global emergencies.
The specific requirements for the design of the Magnolia-1 mission are taken from
the general goals mentioned above. The primary consideration of cost in the design points
to the use of small satellite technology, something that has not previously been done in a
lunar mission. In addition, NASA’s lunar program has as its main focus the lunar south pole,
requiring long-lasting coverage focused on that region. This leads to a requirement of an
eccentric, high-altitude orbit, with its apoapsis located over the south pole region. The cost
driver also requires that the orbit be “frozen”, requiring as little orbital maintenance (and
thus fuel) as possible to continue the mission. Other requirements include a launch date
between 2010 and 2012, a nominal lifetime of 2 years, and maximum launch mass of
1200kg (dictated by the launch vehicle). As of this research, the full mission requirements
are as listed in Table 4.
Table 4
Magnolia-1 mission requirements [5]
Mission Cost
Launch Date
Mission Lifetime
Primary Payload
Payload Operations
Payload Primary Ground Station
Platform Operations
Optional Payload
Operational Orbit
Launch Vehicle
Maximum Launch Mass
Launch Vehicle Delivery Orbit
Number of Surface Assets
Frequency Plan
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$150M
2010-2012
2yr (5yr possible)
Mini-RF
NASA
APL
SSTL
High Data Rate
Elliptic Frozen
PSLV-XL
1200kg
GTO
2
2020-LRS

Frozen Orbits
For any given mission with a specific set of objectives and requirements, an orbit
must be designed to satisfy those requirements with as little risk and cost as possible. For
some of the more common types of missions, there exists a series of specialized orbits that
seek to take advantage of orbital dynamics to further reduce risk and cost, or to obtain
certain problem-specific advantages. Communications missions tend to use geostationary
orbits, in which the spacecraft is placed in an equatorial orbit at a specific altitude, causing it
to appear fixed in the sky from a given point on Earth. Some Earth observation satellites use
Sun-synchronous orbits, in which the orbit is designed such that the effect of the Earth J2
perturbation exactly matches the apparent movement of the Sun, causing the spacecraft to
observe Earth’s surface at a constant Sun angle (and allowing it to fix its solar panels at a
constant orientation). Other missions benefit from being able to “freeze” one or more orbital
elements over time. This general class of orbits is called frozen orbits, defined as those that
attempt to fix one or more orbital elements over time in the presence of perturbations.
Since a frozen orbit is defined generally, there are many sub-types that are of
interest to different classes of missions. Some surveillance-type missions require nearly
constant altitudes at all times, and thus use orbits designed to freeze eccentricity. Other
missions, such as the current Magnolia-1 mission, are interested in frozen orbits due to cost
constraints, and would simply like to freeze certain important elements as much as possible
over the duration of the mission to avoid costly station-keeping maneuvers. Aside from
differences in definition, there are also differences in degree—some missions require the
frozen elements to vary within very tight tolerances over the lifetime of the mission, while
others can tolerate more variance.
In the case of an Earth orbiting satellite, a frozen orbit is usually designed by
considering the J2 and J3 terms, the first two (non-zero) zonal terms of the Earth gravity
10

field. When considering only these terms, it is possible to derive a series of algebraic
equations for the change in orbital elements over time (known as the Lagrange planetary
equations), some of which can then be made to equal zero. This is possible because of the
dominance of the J2 (and to a lesser extent, J3) term as the greatest perturbation on the
satellite, much greater than all other Earth gravity field terms and any third-body terms
from the Moon or Sun. This makes it feasible to design an orbit utilizing only these terms as
a baseline, then fine-tune it with a full perturbation model later in the design process.
Unfortunately, due to the difference in the gravity fields of Earth and the Moon, and the
dominance of the Earth third body effect on a lunar satellite, this approach is not possible
for lunar missions. In the case of the lunar gravity field, the J2 term is larger than the others,
but cannot be considered dominant by itself. Also, the Earth third body effect on a lunar
satellite is so great that it cannot be ignored, leading to a design problem that requires the
inclusion of two distinct types of perturbation effects, one of which contains up to 7 or 10
terms.
Considering this problem of designing frozen orbits for lunar orbiter missions, there
is an abundance of literature on the subject, the most general of which covers the basic class
of orbits perturbed by general third-body and non-spherical gravity effects. One such study
by Coffey, et al., looks at families of frozen orbits around planets with dominant zonal terms,
such as the J2 term of the Earth [7]. As is typical (and common to all literature mentioned
here), Coffey defines frozen orbits as those in which eccentricity, argument of periapsis, and
inclination either remain fixed or vary periodically. Coffey’s methodology utilizes
Hamiltonian analytical techniques and focuses on the J2-J9 terms of Earth only, with no 3rdbody effects. More relevant to the problem of lunar orbits is a general study by Prado, in
which orbits around natural satellites are studied analytically under the effect of third-body
perturbations only [8]. In Prado’s methodology, a general system is created in which a
11

natural satellite orbits a central body in the fundamental x-y plane, and the spacecraft of
interest orbits the natural satellite under the perturbation of the central body. A series of
Lagrange planetary equations is then developed from this system, resulting in a series of
analytical equations for the change in orbital elements over time.
Two other studies look at frozen orbits as they relate to numerical optimization
instead of analytical derivations. The first, by Lee, et al., uses genetic algorithms to optimize
telecommunications orbits around Mars, with the goal of minimizing gap time and other
communications metrics [9]. One of the constraints is that the orbit be frozen, which is
defined by using analytical techniques to give a possible range of orbital elements that
would give the desired results (critical inclinations, etc.). The second study, a master’s thesis
by Wallace, uses genetic algorithms and the DSST semi-analytical perturbation technique to
find frozen Earth orbits in the vicinity of an initial orbit using zonals to degree 21 (J2–J21)
[10]. Each step is propagated six months, then optimized for minimum variation in
eccentricity.
Lunar frozen orbits in particular have been studied less than frozen orbits in
general. One such study is by Weilian, in which an analytical derivation is performed using
the lunar gravity field only (making it applicable to orbital altitudes under approximately
500km) and the Brouwer Hamiltonian method (previously applied to Earth) [11]. The lowaltitude scenario is also considered by Elipe and Lara, in which software is introduced that
finds frozen lunar orbits using the first 7 zonal gravity terms (J2-J7) [12]. Multiple broad
classes of such orbits are found using software that implements a predictor-corrector
technique. This field has also been studied multiple times under the guise of individual
missions, such as Lunar Prospector, which used a circular polar frozen orbit at 100km mean
altitude [13]. These mission-specific studies generally use basic analytical methods (such as
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Lagrange planetary equations) combined with mission requirements to choose a candidate
orbit, then test it with a full model to confirm behavior.
High-altitude frozen lunar orbits (in which third-body perturbations become
important) have been studied even less, with only two major examples. The primary
reference is a study by Ely, in which high-altitude eccentric lunar frozen orbits are studied in
the context of a communications relay constellation focused on the lunar south pole [15].
Ely’s study expands directly on the (third-body only) planetary equations developed by
Prado and applies them to the specific case in question, eventually selecting a satisfactory
example orbit. A second study by Ely uses these results and modifies them to include the
solar radiation pressure perturbation (the force on the satellite due to radiation pressure
from the sun) [16]. The second major contribution is by Folta and Quinn, building on the
results of the Ely study [17]. Folta looks at both elliptical and low-altitude circular lunar
frozen orbits in terms of both third-body and gravity field perturbations, again using
Lagrange analytical techniques originally derived by Prado. In the elliptical case, Folta uses
the third-body disturbing-potential function developed by Prado to find potentially suitable
orbits, then tests various combinations with a full perturbation model.
Analysis Methodology
The most relevant literature to the problem of designing a high-altitude elliptical
lunar frozen orbit for the Magnolia-1 mission is the study by Ely and the subsequent
development by Folta and Quinn. Ely’s objective is to develop a small (2 satellite)
communications constellation with a focus on the lunar south pole. Because of the eccentric
nature of the orbit and the high altitude necessary for long dwell times at apoapsis, the
primary initial assumption by Ely is that the dominant perturbation on the spacecraft is the
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third-body perturbation due to the Earth, and that the lunar gravity field, Sun third-body
forces, and all other perturbations are negligible for high-level analysis.
Ely’s analysis begins with the derivation by Prado of a series of Lagrange planetary
equations for the general case of a satellite orbiting a natural satellite (i.e. the Moon) and
perturbed only by the third-body forces of the central body of the system (i.e. Earth). In
Prado’s analysis, it is assumed that these are the only three bodies in the system, and that no
other perturbations act on the spacecraft. Also, as mentioned above, it is assumed that the
origin of the coordinate system is at the center of the natural satellite and that the system’s
central body has an apparent circular orbit about the origin in the x-y plane. In the case of
the Earth-Moon system, this translates to a coordinate system centered at the Moon, with
Earth in an apparent circular orbit about the Moon in the x-y plane. The spacecraft of
interest is then orbiting the Moon.
In order for the actual Earth-Moon system to match the system defined by Prado, Ely
develops a pair of coordinate systems that are used for the remainder of the analysis. The
first is called the Earth orbit plane frame (EOP), and is defined such that the x-y plane is in
the plane of Earth’s apparent orbit about the Moon, with the x-axis at the intersection of the
Moon’s equator and the Earth orbit plane. In this frame, the z-axis is defined by equation (1),
where rE and vE are the radius and velocity vectors of Earth relative to the Moon,
respectively.
(1)
The x-axis unit vector of this system is defined by equation (2), where

is the

standard International Astronomical Union (IAU) unit vector through the Moon north pole.
(2)
The y-axis unit vector completes the system and is defined by equation (3).
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(3)
This reference frame is referred to as the “op” frame, and matches the reference
frame specified by Prado. At the J2000 epoch, the frame’s x-y plane is inclined at
approximately 6.81° to the lunar equatorial plane.
The other reference frame used by Ely is the standard IAU Moon Pole Frame, in
which the lunar equator forms the x-y plane [18]. This is the standard frame in which lunar
orbits are designed. The relationship between the two frames is illustrated in Figure 1,
where

is the inclination between the frames, and

,

,

, and

are the inclination

and right ascension of the ascending node of the satellite’s orbit relative to the Earth orbit
plane frame and the lunar equatorial plane, respectively.

Figure 1

Earth orbit plane frame [15]

A series of assumptions is applied to the full system to allow for an analytical
solution, as detailed by Prado. This includes assumptions of negligible mass of the satellite,
the presence of no other perturbations other than the third body (in this case Earth), and a
circular orbit of the Earth about the Moon. In addition, all short period terms are averaged
out to form a mean element model. Ely goes beyond this and also truncates the terms of the
Legendre polynomial in the Earth gravity disturbing function above

. By applying these

assumptions, a series of Lagrange planetary equations is developed that specifies the time
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variance of orbital elements due to the Earth third-body effect. The most important of these
for the design of a frozen orbit are shown in equations (4–5), where

is the mean motion of

the spacecraft,

is the mean motion of Earth about the Moon, is the Earth/Moon mass

ratio, and and

are the orbit’s eccentricity and argument of periapsis, respectively.
(4)
(5)

These equations are integrable to form relationships between the three element
variables in terms of two distinct constants of motion. Also, analysis of these equations
results in solutions in which the rates of change of the elements are equal to zero. These
solutions are expressed by the following conditions.
(6)
(7)
Folta and Quinn repeat the above derivation and arrive at the same set of conditions,
which they display in graphical form in Figure 2.

Figure 2

Folta inclination/eccentricity frozen orbit design curve [17]
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This figure can be considered a simple aid for the design of lunar frozen orbits under
the dominant perturbation of the Earth. It appears to show that such frozen orbits exist
under certain constrained conditions, such as inclinations between 39.2° and 140.8°. It also
seems to show that for inclinations close to 90°, the required eccentricity increases to a limit
of 1, indicating an open parabolic orbit and thus an infeasible design for most real-world
missions.
The original intent of the current study was to expand on the results of Ely and Folta
to include orbital perturbations other than that of the Earth alone. It was assumed that the
design curve shown by Folta and Quinn is an ideal approximation, and thus that it may be
possible to find frozen orbits closer to polar inclinations that would not require nearly
parabolic eccentricities. This type of orbit would be ideal for the Magnolia-1 and similar
missions.
The first step toward this goal was to be to modify the derivation of the Lagrange
planetary equations to include other important perturbations, such as the Sun third-body
effect and the lunar gravity field. This was to be done by creating single-perturbation
equations similar to equations (4–5), then rectifying each to a common coordinate frame to
combine them. If successful, this technique would have resulted in a single set of planetary
equations (including all important perturbations) that could then be solved and viewed
graphically like those above, providing a more comprehensive and accurate design aid for
future missions.
Using this methodology, the addition of the Sun third-body perturbation would have
been the easiest, as it could directly use the Prado derivation with a different coordinate
frame. Once a Sun-relative set of planetary equations was developed, both this and the
Earth-relative set could then have been converted to a common coordinate frame (such as
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the IAU frame) and combined. The first step in implementing this solution was to develop a
set of conversions from the Earth orbit plane frame to the common IAU frame.
There are several factors that complicate the development of a set of conversion
equations between the two frames. The first is that on a long-term scale, the Earth orbit
plane frame is not an inertial frame—it drifts over time with respect to the IAU frame (i.e.
the

angle changes value). Ely acknowledges this and mentions that his integrations are

instead performed in a third frame, the Earth Mean Equator frame of J2000 (EME2000),
which is inertial.
In the specification of the specialized coordinate frames, Ely supplies a conversion
between inclinations in the Earth orbit plane frame and the IAU frame, shown in equation
(8).
(8)
This relationship, however, is not sufficient to arrive at the equivalent IAU elements
from a given set of EOP elements. All relationships and elements in both the Ely and Folta
studies are given in “op” elements, in the EOP frame. These are identical in
include the EOP-specific elements

,

, requiring a conversion relationship for

each. Furthermore, in the case of the right ascension of the ascending node (
conversion from

to

and , but

), a simple

is not sufficient to result in an IAU element—an additional

conversion is necessary to move the angle reference from the EOP x-axis to the IAU x-axis.
This second conversion requires the second fundamental constant
IAU x-axis to the EOP x-axis. At J2000, this angle is

, the angle from the

. The situation is

complicated further by the use of the arctangent function to resolve the appropriate
quadrant for the

and

relationships. The final result of such complications is that the
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relationships necessary to convert elements in the EOP frame to those in the IAU frame are
highly coupled, requiring an iterative method to solve.
To verify the validity of these conversion relationships, a verification scenario was
created with the AGI Satellite Toolkit (STK) 8.1 astrodynamics software package [4]. In this
scenario the two frames of interest were established and the necessary angles and elements
marked. A series of functions were then written using MATLAB 2007a to perform the
numerical conversions from the EOP frame to the IAU frame (and vice versa). Verification
was performed by exporting a list of element pairs under different conditions from the STK
scenario, then attempting to recreate the pairs using the MATLAB functions. This
verification was successfully performed, and the results were additionally confirmed as
matching those provided by Ely. However, the difficulty of deriving a simple analytical
relationship between the frames remained a hardship of this method.
A numerical approach to recreating the results of the Ely study was also attempted.
After developing the design equation, Ely outlines a specific sample orbit to be used in
further numerical analysis and to confirm the analytical results. This orbit is shown in
equation (9).
(9)
Numerical results for this orbit are shown under a variety of conditions, including
using the strict assumptions leading to the derivation above, with the addition of an
accurate ephemeris for the apparent Earth orbit, with the addition of the lunar gravity field,
and after a conversion of the results from the EOP frame to the IAU frame. These results are
shown in terms of radial —

plots of orbit behavior over a two-year propagation.

An attempt to recreate these results was performed, again using STK. All of the
above cases were attempted (with the exception of the case using an assumed circular Earth
orbit), using the exact initial conditions and system parameters mentioned in the Ely study
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and with the results shown in the same manner (integrating in the IAU frame instead of
EME2000 due to limitations with STK). In all attempted cases, however, the results given by
STK did not match those shown by Ely. In fact, the propagation of the above sample orbit
showed a nearly immediate impact with the lunar surface rather than the librating behavior
shown by Ely. Furthermore, it was observed that simply changing the value of the
parameter used in the conversions was extremely influential to the long-term behavior of
the orbit, a fact that is not mentioned by Ely and is not captured in the design equation or
plot shown by Folta and Quinn. In fact, the only propagation done in STK that produced a
result similar to that shown by Ely was performed by simply using the sample orbit values
shown in equation (9) in STK without performing a conversion whatsoever, a result that was
troubling to the overall progress of this research.
Ultimately, it was decided that based on the difficulties with developing a set of
conversion relationships from the reference frames used in the Prado derivation to the
common IAU frame and the lack of progress in recreating the results shown in the literature,
a modification to the overall methodology was necessary. Instead, it was decided that this
research should focus not on developing an analytical design aid for lunar frozen orbits, but
on numerically designing such orbits for the case of the Magnolia-1 mission (and other
similar missions). Using this methodology, the lunar orbit design space was searched
numerically in full, instead of reduced by assumption and solved analytically. It was
expected that this change would lead more directly to a useful and insightful result for the
specific problem at hand in the time that it would have taken to fully recreate the results of
previous analytical research.
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CHAPTER III
PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
The first step in any orbital dynamics analysis is to choose the perturbations to
consider. Orbital perturbations are those forces on a spacecraft other than that of the
perfectly spherical and uniformly dense central body (the restricted two-body problem).
These can include forces due to the true non-spherical shape of the central body, other
bodies other than the central body (third bodies), drag forces if orbiting in an atmosphere,
solar radiation pressure, and other minor forces such as outgassing and corrections due to
general relativity. Before performing such an analysis, however, the relative importance of
each perturbation and the level to which each must be resolved to accurately capture the
behavior of the problem must be established.
In this study two distinct perturbation analyses were performed. The first was a
visual analysis, in which the behavior of the spacecraft over time due to different
perturbations was plotted and compared visually to deduce which were important and
which could be neglected. The second analysis was a numerical one, in which values for the
maximum deviation from a baseline behavior were calculated for a variety of perturbations,
then compared to a threshold to establish their importance.
Visual Analysis
The visual analysis was performed first, at the beginning of the study, to provide a
baseline for the initial portion of the project. The analysis was performed using a
combination of software. STK is a major astrodynamics and trajectory analysis package used
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for a multitude of projects, such as calculating spacecraft trajectories, analyzing asset
coverage and access properties, and planning strategic scenarios involving satellites,
aircraft, ships, missiles, ground vehicles, etc. In this study it was used for its original purpose
of spacecraft analysis. It also provides a variety of integration options for including its
analysis capabilities in other programs, such as The Mathworks’ MATLAB, a scientificallyoriented programming language and toolkit that includes numerous mathematical and
analysis features.
For this analysis, MATLAB 2007a was used to create a function that connects to STK
using STK’s built-in Connect feature. This allows commands to be sent to a running STK
instance from any external program over a local network port, effectively controlling STK
programmatically just as one could do interactively. The MATLAB function operates by
cycling through a series of inputs such as orbit parameters and plot specifications. The
outermost control statement cycles through a series of orbits to be analyzed, such as a
circular orbit of 100km altitude, an elliptical orbit with eccentricity 0.2, etc. For each of
these orbits, STK’s Astrogator component is run using a series of propagators, each
including a different set of perturbations. For each orbital element, the appropriate data are
extracted from the main STK result set and are plotted over the propagation interval, with
the data for identical elements plotted together to form a visual comparison between
propagators. Finally, each set of element plots is gathered to form a set for the given orbit.
For this analysis, each simulation in STK was performed by loading a saved scenario
with common elements and changing the orbit and propagator as necessary. The saved
scenario consisted of a single Moon-orbiting satellite with several mission-specific
parameters applied. As was established in the Magnolia-1 mission documentation at the
time the analysis was performed, the spacecraft dry mass was set to 477.0kg, with an
additional propellant mass of 240.6kg with the density of hydrazine. For all runs the epoch
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was set to 1 Jan 2012 12:00:00.000 UTC, with a propagation time of 2 years. The numerical
integrator used was left as STK’s default Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 7(8) with default settings
(including variable step size). All other parameters were left at STK defaults.
The first orbit chosen for the visual analysis was the SSTL baseline design orbit for
the Magnolia-1 mission at the time, shown in Table 5.
Table 5
Baseline design orbit for visual analysis
semimajor axis
eccentricity
inclination
right ascension of the ascending node
argument of periapsis
true anomaly

4238km
0
90°
90°
0°
0°

This design orbit was developed to be an intermediate-altitude (2500km) circular
polar orbit with parameters chosen to provide moderate stability over the 2-year nominal
mission lifetime. Variations to this baseline orbit were considered to capture the changing
effects of perturbations due to these variations. In total, 17 orbits were chosen for the visual
perturbation analysis, as shown in Table 6.
Table 6
Visual analysis orbits
Orbit
Number
1
2-5
6-8
9-11
12-15
16-17

Description
Baseline orbit (Table 5)
Altitudes of 500km, 1000km, 5000km, and 10000km, respectively
Eccentricity increased to 0.01, keeping periapsis altitude at 2500km,
inclination varied from 75°to 90°to 105°
Same as 6-8, eccentricity increased to 0.2
Used 6 as basis (i 75°), RAAN varied 45°, 135°, 225°, 315°
Used 12 as basis (RAAN 45°), argument of periapsis varied 75°, 105°
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Sample orbits 2-5 were chosen to analyze the effect of altitude on perturbation
effects. Orbits 6-8 were chosen to identify the effect of varying inclination, while 9-11 were
chosen for increased eccentricity. Orbits 12-15 were chosen for the effect of changing right
ascension of the ascending node (RAAN), and orbits 16-17 were chosen for the effect of
varying argument of periapsis.
Two primary classes of perturbations were chosen for the visual analysis. The first
was the effect of the non-spherical shape of the Moon. The LP165P lunar gravity model was
chosen for this perturbation because it is currently considered the most accurate and
complete [3]. Four specific propagators were included from this class, each utilizing the
LP165P model at varying degree and order. The “full” model was considered at degree and
order 50 (referred to as the 50x50 model), and others were considered at degree and order
25, 10, and 5.
The second class of perturbations was the third-body effect of various other celestial
bodies. For this analysis, Earth, the Sun, and Jupiter were included, as these three were
expected to have the largest effect on the spacecraft. Each third body was considered alone,
then together to obtain the full effect. In addition, the J2 term from the Earth gravity model
(using the EGM96 model) was also included, as it is quite dominant and thus may have a
noticeable effect on the spacecraft, even at such a great distance.
The analysis was performed by visually inspecting the element plots for each orbit,
noticing differences between the lines representing each propagator. The significance of a
particular difference was determined by inspecting each element plot at the same scale and
proportion. The scales used are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7
Visual analysis plot scale
semimajor axis
eccentricity
inclination
RAAN
argument of periapsis

0.1km
0.001
0.01°
0.01°
0.01°

Proportionality was maintained by initially plotting each angular measurement on a
scale of 0–360° and eccentricity on a scale of 0–1, then zooming proportionally. Each
semimajor axis plot was set manually to 10km above and below the initial value, then
zoomed proportionally to reveal small-scale behavior.
The first comparison performed was between the two classes of perturbations
themselves, to confirm that both are significant to the long-term behavior of the satellite.
This run was done at the nominal design orbit (orbit 1) using both Earth and the Sun to
represent the third-body component and a 10x10 gravity field to represent the nonspherical component. Both components were used independently, then together to show a
more complete result. The resulting plot for eccentricity is shown in Figure 3.
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Eccentricity due to third-body and gravity field perturbations (orbit 1)

Figure 3 is typical of all plots generated for the visual analysis. Each plot represents
the time history of a single orbital element over the 2-year propagation interval, while each
data series represents a distinct set of perturbations. The y-axis reveals the scale used to
determine significance (here approximately 0.01, since differences are evident without
needing to use the smaller scale listed in Table 7). The legend gives a brief overview of the
perturbations included in each series, along with the time in seconds required for the
propagation. Finally, the title reveals the orbit being propagated, that all data in the plots
represent osculating elements (as opposed to using a mean element model), and that the
data are collected at the timesteps used for the numerical integration (rather than being
interpolated to a common time scale). From Figure 3, it is clearly evident that both third26

body and central body gravity field perturbations are significant to the trajectory of the
spacecraft, as shown by the fact that the behavior for each individual perturbation is distinct
from the combined behavior. If the combined series is indistinguishable from one of the
single series, it can be concluded that the single perturbation captures the full effect, and
that the other is negligible.
Figure 4 shows a typical comparison of gravity field perturbations for eccentricity,
again for the nominal design orbit (orbit 1). Even at a larger scale of approximately 0.004, it
is clear that there is a distinct difference between the behavior due to the 5x5 gravity field
and that due to the 50x50 field (the 10x10 and 25x25 fields are obstructed by the 50x50
data).
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600
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Figure 5 shows the same plot zoomed to the proportion and scale dictated by Table
7. Here it is clear that the behavior due to the 5x5 field is distinct from that due to all of the
other fields, and that at the scale specified, the other fields are identical. Using this figure as
a guide, it could be concluded that if the plots for the other elements show the same result
as that for eccentricity, then the effect of the lunar gravity model on the behavior of a
satellite in the nominal design orbit can be fully captured using only the 10x10 LP165P
lunar gravity field. This is indeed the case for this orbit, and this is the conclusion that was
made.
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Figure 6 shows a typical example of the third-body comparison, this time on
inclination and at a large scale to capture the full behavior. Over the propagation period it
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can be seen that the inclination shows a very slight long-term periodicity due to the sun
alone, but shows a secular change due to Earth. Also, at this scale it appears that there is no
difference between the behavior with both Earth and the Sun and with Earth alone,
indicating a possible conclusion that the Sun effect is negligible.
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The small-scale behavior is more easily seen when looking at eccentricity, as shown
in Figure 7. When inspected closely at this scale, it can be seen that there is a large
difference between the Earth and Sun combined curve and those due to Earth alone,
indicating that the contributions from both Earth and the Sun are important. For inclination,
semimajor axis, and right ascension of the ascending node, no difference between the Earth
point mass perturbation and the Earth J2 perturbation can be seen. However, such a
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difference can be observed for eccentricity, indicating that inclusion of the Earth J2 term
may be necessary to capture the full behavior.
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The preceding results show that for the nominal 2500km altitude design orbit,
neither the gravity model perturbations nor the third-body perturbations are negligible.
These results also show that the 10x10 lunar gravity field is sufficient and that for thirdbody perturbations both the Sun and Earth (with its J2 term) must be included. These
results cannot be assumed to hold for the other orbits in Table 6, however, and may differ
due to changes in altitude, inclination, eccentricity, etc. Therefore, the analysis was repeated
for each of the remaining 16 orbits.
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Orbits 2 through 5 consist of circular polar orbits of varying altitude. It was expected
that when the altitude was decreased, the effect of the lunar gravity field would increase
(and the differences in degree would become more pronounced), and the effect of the thirdbody perturbations would decrease. With orbits 2 and 3 (altitudes 500km and 1000km,
respectively), the Earth J2 effect cannot be observed in any of the elements except for
argument of periapsis, which was disregarded as it is ill-defined at such low eccentricities.
At higher altitudes, however, corresponding to orbits 4 and 5, the J2 effect can be readily
observed. The third-body effect as a whole seems to increase with increasing altitude, to the
point that orbit 5 impacts the moon after approximately 300 days. The gravity field
perturbations show the opposite trend, with increasing effect with decreasing altitude. At
10 000km none of fields can be distinguished from the others, but at 500km they all can,
including the 50x50 field. At the nominal altitude the 10x10 field was deemed sufficient,
while at 1000km the 25x25 field is necessary.
Orbits 6 through 8 feature an eccentricity of 0.01 and varying inclinations from 75°
to 105°. With respect to third-body perturbations, the effect due to the Earth J2 can be
observed in eccentricity and argument of periapsis, but not in the other elements. This
result remains similar for each orbit. Under gravity field perturbations the 10x10 model
captures the full effect for most of the elements with the exception of the argument of
periapsis, for which the 25x25 model is important.
Orbits 9 through 11 use the same properties as 6-8, except with an eccentricity of
0.2 instead of 0.01. Due to the third-body effect these become impact trajectories after
approximately 200 days, except for the 105° case, which impacts after approximately 250
days. The third-body perturbation comparison shows a negligible J2 effect, only observable
in argument of periapsis and slightly in right ascension of the ascending node and
inclination for some orbits. Under gravity field perturbations there is no impact, and any
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instability was very slight. The 10x10 field was deemed sufficient for all elements except
argument of periapsis, for which the 25x25 field is necessary.
Orbits 12-15 return to an eccentricity of 0.01, but this time use right ascensions of
45°, 135°, 225°, and 315°, respectively. All third-body perturbations can be observed clearly,
including the Earth J2 effect in eccentricity and argument of periapsis. The J2 effect is
negligible in the other elements. Under the effect of the gravity fields the 10x10 field is
sufficient for all elements except for argument of periapsis, which is sensitive to the 25x25
field.
Orbits 16 and 17 are a modification of orbit 12 with varying argument of periapsis
values of 75° and 105°. The major Sun and Earth perturbations both have an effect in each
case, and the Earth J2 effect is observable in the case of argument of periapsis (and slightly
in right ascension). Again, the 10x10 gravity field is sufficient for all elements except the
argument of periapsis, which is sensitive to the 25x25 field.
Additional tests were run on orbits 1-5 with an additional third-body perturbation
from Jupiter and from the Earth J3 term. Both were analyzed separately, and no effect could
be seen from either at the scales shown in Table 7. Both were considered negligible.
From the visual analysis, it can be concluded that for the nominal 2500km altitude
polar circular orbit, the Earth third-body perturbation and the 10x10 LP165P lunar gravity
model have the largest effect on the long-term behavior of the orbit. Also, it was shown that
the Earth J2 term and the Sun third-body perturbation have an observable effect (with the
Sun effect greater than that due to the Earth J2 term). When the orbit is varied from the
nominal conditions, the effect of the gravity field varies considerably but predictably as
perigee altitude varies. When tested down to an altitude of 500km, the effect of the 50x50
LP165P gravity model can be seen, whereas the 25x25 model is sufficient for the higheraltitude orbits. For design studies with orbits with perigee altitudes in the 1000km and
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higher range, it was concluded that a perturbation model with both Earth (J2) and Sun
third-body effects and a 25x25 lunar gravity model is sufficient. Furthermore, it was
concluded that once altitudes drop below 1000km, the 50x50 field should be included.
Numerical Analysis
The second perturbation analysis performed was a numerical analysis, in which the
significance of various perturbations was calculated numerically in terms of maximum
deviation from a baseline behavior. The preceding analysis was successful in illustrating the
essential types and relative importance of a wide variety of perturbations, as well as
showing how that importance depends on orbit type. Building on these results, the
numerical analysis focused solely on the significance of perturbations on circular orbits of
varying altitude, which was shown to be the primary factor in their changing influence.
STK and MATLAB were used as before to propagate a series of orbits for two years
using a variety of propagators (each using a different combination of perturbations) and to
extract the results. As mentioned previously, the results obtained were in the form of
element values at each timestep of the propagation, which because of the numerical
integrator being used was not constant. Therefore, the results for two propagations could
not be compared directly, as the data points were each at different timesteps as dictated by
the integrator. This issue was resolved by incorporating a linear interpolation function into
the MATLAB function. Instead of simply gathering the results for each element from the
different propagation runs and plotting them, each data series was instead interpolated
from its individual time scale to a common one with a regular interval. Once the data sets
were interpolated to this common time scale, they were then compared numerically by
calculating the absolute value of the difference between each series and a designated
baseline series. The maximum value of this set of absolute differences was then taken to
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represent the maximum deviation from the baseline propagator. The common time scale
was taken to be simply a constant-interval scale from the initial time to the final time with
an interval in the range of 30s. This interval was chosen as a compromise between the
computational requirements of interpolating to a smaller scale and the coarseness of using a
larger one. It was expected that any major deviations in propagations would be on a longer
scale than 30s, and a portion of the analysis was repeated with different intervals to confirm
this.
In addition to the software changes, a more extensive set of perturbations was
considered for inclusion in this analysis. There are several other perturbations that are
accessible through the STK software, including drag, solar radiation pressure (SRP),
radiation pressure (albedo), and general relativity. Of these, drag was not considered due to
the lack of a lunar atmosphere and albedo was not usable because of a lack of a lunar
reflection model included with STK. General relativity was tested as well, but the effect
proved so minor it was neglected thereafter. SRP, then, was incorporated into the rest of the
analysis.
Solar radiation pressure is the pressure exerted on the spacecraft by photons from
the Sun, which exerts a perturbing force on the spacecraft (much like atmospheric drag).
The calculation of SRP relies on a variety of parameters, including the radiation model, the
shadow model, the spacecraft SRP coefficient, and the spacecraft sun-facing area. For this
analysis the general parameters were left as the generic STK defaults, including a spherical
model (instead of a specific one derived from analysis and tracking of GPS satellites), a dualcone shadow model, the use of an apparent sun position (corrected for speed of light) and
the true central body position, and the default STK value of solar luminosity. The spacecraftspecific parameters were set according to feedback obtained from the SSTL mission
designers, including an SRP coefficient of 1.5 (where 0 is transparent, 1 is opaque, and 2 is
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reflective) and a frontal area of 5m2. Also for this analysis the dry mass was updated to the
latest SSTL estimate of 594.9kg with a fuel mass of 420.8kg. This was a change from the
visual analysis, but reflected a more current estimate of the spacecraft properties and was
expected not to qualitatively change the conclusion of the relative significance of the
perturbations.
The numerical analysis consisted of five main cases: grav3body, grav3bodysrp,
3body, grav, and gravdetail. Each case was run with the full set of orbits shown in Table
6, but only the altitude-variation results (orbits 1-5) were used for analysis. Of these, orbits
2-4 are the most illustrative and so are included in the results comparisons here.
grav3body is a case that compares the sample gravity field (25x25 LP165P) and the
third-body perturbation model (Earth with J2, Sun) from the visual analysis at various
altitudes. It was expected that this would confirm the need for both perturbation classes at
each altitude, with the gravity field more dominant at low altitudes and the third-body
perturbations more dominant at high altitudes. The results are shown in Table 8 and
represent the maximum deviations of the individual perturbations from the combined
perturbation. The results are presented in terms of the altitudes of periapsis (ap) and
apoapsis (aa), as well as eccentricity and inclination. The results for semimajor axis are
represented by the combination of the altitudes and eccentricity, and those for argument of
periapsis are not helpful due to the use of circular orbits. The results for right ascension of
the ascending node were neglected due to the difficulty of capturing the behavior in terms
of maximum deviation because of a cycling through the full 360° range.
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Table 8
Maximum deviation from combined gravity field and third-body model
Orbit
500km circular

third-body only
ap: 40.4km
aa: 39.2km
e: 0.018
i: 0.55°
1000km circular ap: 34.1km
aa: 32.9km
e: 0.012
i: 0.28°
5000km circular ap: 179.1km
aa: 180.5km
e: 0.027
i: 0.05°

gravity field only
ap: 15.8km
aa: 16.1km
e: 0.007
i: 0.29°
ap: 13.5km
aa: 13.6km
e: 0.005
i: 0.36°
ap: 1857.2km
aa: 1854.5km
e: 0.28
i: 1.15°

The final case in the table is illustrated further by Figure 8, which shows no
discernable effect due to the gravity field alone, but a major effect on the combined model at
5000km. This result agrees with that from the visual analysis that both the gravity field and
the third-body contribution are significant at the orbital altitudes in question.
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grav3bodysrp is a case that compares the full combined gravity field and thirdbody model from the previous case to one that includes an additional component from solar
radiation pressure. The numerical results are shown in Table 9.
Table 9
Maximum deviation from combined gravity model and third-body model
Orbit
500km circular

full model with SRP
ap: 2.0km
aa: 2.0km
e: 0.0009
i: 0.002°
1000km circular ap: 3.8km
aa: 3.8km
e: 0.001
i: 0.001°
5000km circular ap: 1234.8km
aa: 1239.9km
e: 0.184
i: 0.21°
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These results show a negligible effect due to SRP at low altitudes, but a very
significant deviation as altitude increases. An example result from the 5000km orbit is
shown in Figure 9.
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This is a notable result, as it confirms the importance of including solar radiation
pressure as a perturbation for the class of orbits used in this study. It is also interesting to
note that according to the plot, the inclusion of SRP seems to reduce the instability for the
specified orbit due to the other perturbations.
3body is a case that compares the effect of each contribution to the set of third-body
perturbations. A full model was run including Earth (with J2 term), the Sun, and Jupiter, and
additional runs were performed by removing each contribution in turn. The results are
shown in Table 10.
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Table 10
Maximum deviation from full third-body model (Earth J2, Sun, Jupiter)
Orbit
500km circular

Sun plus Earth J2
ap: 0.002km
aa: 0.002km
e: 1e-6
i: 2e-6°
1000km circular ap: 0.008km
aa: 0.008km
e: 3e-6
i: 3e-6°
5000km circular ap: 0.15km
aa: 0.13km
e: 2e-5
i: 6e-5°

Earth J2 only
ap: 0.002km
aa: 0.003km
e: 1e-6
i: 0.01°
ap: 0.008km
aa: 0.007km
e: 3e-6
i: 0.02°
ap: 76.9km
aa: 77.0km
e: 0.011
i: 0.07°

Earth point mass only
ap: 0.003km
aa: 0.002km
e: 1e-6
i: 0.01°
ap: 0.007km
aa: 0.008km
e: 3e-6
i: 0.02°
ap: 76.9km
aa: 77.0km
e: 0.011
i: 0.07°

There is very little deviation at any altitude after removing the Jupiter effect, but a
larger deviation is seen after removing the Sun. Also, there is no notable change after
removing the J2 term from the Earth effect. Thus, it can be concluded that Jupiter and the
Earth J2 term can be considered negligible (a change from the visual analysis, where a very
minor J2 effect was shown), but that the contribution due to the Sun should be included
(especially for higher altitudes).
grav and gravdetail are the final two cases, both comparing the effect of gravity
models with different degree and order. The grav case is a course comparison of 25x25,
10x10, and 5x5 gravity models with the baseline 50x50 model using all sample orbits. The
gravdetail case is a more fine comparison of 25x25, 20x20, 15x15, 10x10, 10x0 (zonal
terms only) and 5x5 models with circular orbits in the altitude range 400km to 700km only.
Both sets of results are combined in Table 11.
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Table 11
Maximum deviation from 50x50 LP165P gravity model
Orbit
500km
circular
1000km
circular
5000km
circular

25x25
ap: 0.4km
aa: 0.4km
e: 0.0002
i: 0.0001°
ap: 0.007km
aa: 0.008km
e: 3e-6
i: 9e-6°
ap: 0.009km
aa: 0.009km
e: 1e-6
i: 6e-7°

20x20
ap: 0.6km
aa: 0.6km
e: 0.0002
i: 0.0002°

15x15
ap: 3.9km
aa: 3.9km
e: 0.0017
i: 0.001°

10x10
ap: 10.9km
aa: 10.9km
e: 0.0048
i: 0.005°
ap: 1.2km
aa: 1.2km
e: 0.0004
i: 0.0003°
ap: 0.009km
aa: 0.009km
e: 1e-6
i: 6e-7°

10 zonals
ap: 19.9km
aa: 19.9km
e: 0.0085
i: 0.55°

5x5
ap: 41.2km
aa: 41.4km
e: 0.0182
i: 0.051°
ap: 21.8km
aa: 21.8km
e: 0.0079
i: 0.01°
ap: 0.04km
aa: 0.04km
e: 6e-6
i: 1e-5°

These results show a continual increase in error with decreasing fidelity of the
gravity model, though at 5000km even the error associated with the 5x5 model can be
neglected. At altitudes of approximately 500km, the deviation from the 50x50 reaches a
significant size in the range of the 10x10 and 5x5 fields.
The orbit design space considered for this research was chosen to have a minimum
altitude of approximately 500km and a maximum altitude above 10 000km. Based on the
results of the visual and numerical analyses, it was concluded that all three major
perturbations classes should be included in the analysis, including the lunar gravity field,
the set of third-body contributions, and solar radiation pressure. It was also concluded that
the third-body contribution should include both the Earth and the Sun, with both
represented as point masses. Finally, it was concluded that the 10x10 LP165P lunar gravity
model is sufficient.
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CHAPTER IV
NUMERICAL SEARCH
Methodology
The ultimate long-term goal of this research was to perform an analysis of the
presence of potential elliptical polar frozen orbits about the Moon and to propose such an
orbit for the Magnolia-1 mission. It was decided that this analysis would be performed
numerically rather than analytically, therefore requiring both a closed search space and a
practical methodology.
The search space for the orbit design consists of the set of five shape and orientation
orbital elements (periapsis altitude, apoapsis altitude, inclination, right ascension of the
ascending node, and argument of periapsis) plus the epoch at which the propagation begins
(essentially the date on which the orbital insertion would occur). This space was dictated
partially by the mission requirements of the Magnolia-1 mission, shown in Table 4, and
partially by the constraints for this research (available time, etc.).
The limits of the search space were chosen to capture all of the requirements of the
mission as well as to allow for flexibility in the final result. For the periapsis and apoapsis
altitudes, the minima and maxima were chosen to be 500km and 15 000km, respectively.
The lower limit was chosen as an approximate cutoff at which the errors in using the chosen
10x10 lunar gravity field model become too great, and to allow for variations in altitude
over time without a high probability of surface impact. The upper limit of 15 000km was
chosen as a large value outside the range being considered by the Magnolia-1 mission
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designers, and to represent a possible maximum in communications instrument range.
Combined, these altitude constraints dictate an eccentricity variation from a minimum of
zero (a circular orbit at any altitude) to a maximum of approximately 0.764 (representing an
orbit with the minimum periapsis altitude and the maximum apoapsis altitude). The
baseline orbit eccentricity is 0.6.
The search space inclination range was chosen to have a minimum of 57° and a
maximum of 123° (each 33° from polar). These limits represent the desire to design an orbit
with a more polar inclination than the current SSTL design of 57.7°, as such an orbit would
have better coverage characteristics of the south pole region. It was decided that no limits
would be placed on right ascension of the ascending node, as it does not have a direct effect
on the applicability of a given orbit. Instead, a feasible range of values is dictated by the
behavior of the orbit and varies with changes in the other elements. Finally, the argument of
periapsis was chosen to have limits of 75° and 105°, each equally spaced from the baseline
value of 90°. It was expected that an argument of periapsis of 90° would result in the best
coverage characteristics of the south pole region, and only limited variation was allowed. An
additional variable, the orbit initiation epoch, was chosen to be between the limits specified
in the Magnolia-1 mission requirements (between 2010 and 2012). The search space limits
are summarized in Table 12.
Table 12
Numerical search constraints
Variable
orbit initiation epoch
periapsis altitude
apoapsis altitude
inclination
right ascension of the ascending node
argument of periapsis
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Minimum
2010
500km
500km
57°
none
75°

Maximum
2012
15 000km
15 000km
123°
none
105°

The simplest and most straightforward method for finding a possible frozen orbit
within the space outlined in Table 12 is simply to propagate every possible orbit within the
space using a constant step size for each element. For example, the periapsis altitude could
be varied between the minimum and maximum in steps of 100km, and the inclination could
be varied in steps of 1° or 2°. Each orbit could then be propagated over time and the
behavior could be checked against a series of constraints, such as maximum deviation over
time. This strategy was quickly dismissed on grounds of practicality, however. Varying the
periapsis altitude in increments of 100km would require 145 propagations. Adding a similar
variation in apoapsis altitude would require over 21 000 propagations. Varying the right
ascension of the ascending node with this in increments of even 5° would increase this total
to nearly 1.5 million propagations, and likewise for the other two elements. Using the STK
software used for the perturbation analysis, a two-year propagation takes approximately
two minutes on the workstation being used, making a 1.5 million propagation series take
over two weeks to complete, along with the capacity to store the results. This was clearly
not a feasible solution.
The first alternative considered was to use an automated search technique, such as
an optimization method. Such a method, once validated and applied correctly to the current
problem, would result in the approximate location in the search space of a series of
optimum solutions, without continual guidance. Like the above brute force method, it would
require the establishment of a series of metrics to judge the quality of a given orbit, whether
it be longevity or maximum deviation or frequency of variation of the elements. It would
also require a large number of propagations, but not nearly as many as the previous method.
Most importantly, however, it would require the investment in time necessary to choose a
suitable optimization routine and validate it for the current application, as well as to obtain
the necessary software. After consideration, it was concluded that practical constraints
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made this approach unsuitable for the current research, although perhaps attractive for
future work.
The method chosen for the analysis of the search space is a manual method, though
not a comprehensive one like the brute force method previously mentioned. Instead, it was
decided that the behavior of the system should be deduced through the analysis of trends
uncovered by a series of limited variations. These trends could then be extrapolated to
characterize the behavior of the full system, and approximate suitable solutions could be
found and tested. It was expected that such a method would not be as comprehensive as the
brute force method, and not as targeted and specific as the optimization method. However, it
was also expected that when applied correctly, it would result in an accurate course
characterization of the search space, and would allow for the selection of a series of possible
alternatives to the current Magnolia-1 design orbit.
Design Orbit
A baseline design orbit for the Magnolia-1 mission was chosen by SSTL to satisfy the
requirements and objectives of the mission. The specific orbit parameters were taken by the
mission designers from an in-progress design for a similar mission, but the development
process leading to them is unknown. After selection, certain individual parameters
(especially right ascension of the ascending node and argument of periapsis) were finetuned for the Magnolia-1 case to improve mission-specific behavior. The resulting SSTL
design orbit is shown in Table 13.
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Table 13
Magnolia-1 design orbit [5]
periapsis altitude
apoapsis altitude
inclination
right ascension of the ascending node
argument of periapsis

718km
8090km
57.7°
220–260° (240° desirable)
90°

To provide a baseline estimate of the performance of the design orbit, a propagation
was performed using STK and MATLAB for the full five year maximum design lifetime of the
mission, beginning at the arbitrary epoch of 1 Jan 2012 12:00:00.000 UTC.
The altitude of periapsis variation for this orbit is shown in Figure 10. From visual
inspection, it can be seen that the altitude above the lunar surface at the periapsis point
begins at 718km (as specified), and varies within limits of approximately 1000km and
500km. The lower limit is the most critical, as it represents the likelihood of a lunar impact.
Here, the minimum altitude is slightly less than 500km, which the Magnolia-1 designers
have concluded is acceptable. Also, this minimum occurs at approximately the 1200 day
mark (3.29 years). The minimum within the first two years (the nominal mission duration)
is slightly higher than 500km.
Figure 10 is typical of other element plots in that it includes both a short-period
variation (with a twice-monthly frequency) and a long-period variation (hundreds of days).
It must also be noted that due to the perturbations selected for the propagation, those
points with altitude closer to 500km and below have slightly more error than those with
higher altitudes, as only a 10x10 lunar gravity field was used for the propagation and errors
due to the gravity field increase with decreasing altitude. For all such elements, a maximum
deviation metric can be created that represents the largest absolute change from the initial
value over the propagation time span. For the periapsis altitude, this maximum deviation is
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approximately 284km, representing the increase from 718km to the nearly 1000km
maximum.
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Figure 10 Design orbit altitude of periapsis
The behavior of the altitude of apoapsis over the same time period, shown in Figure
11, is similar to that of the altitude of periapsis, except with the variation in the opposite
direction. At the 200-day mark, where the periapsis altitude has decreased nearly to 500km,
the apoapsis altitude has increased from the initial 8090km to nearly 8300km
(approximately 200km in each case). Also, at the time of the upper peak in the periapsis
altitude, the apoapsis altitude has a minimum, decreasing nearly to 7800km. Overall, the
apoapsis altitude varies between 7800km and slightly greater than 8300km, though any
variation is less critical here because there is no danger of surface impact. The maximum
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deviation for the apoapsis altitude is 278km, nearly identical to that of the periapsis
altitude.
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Figure 11 Design orbit altitude of apoapsis
Figure 12 shows the variation in semimajor axis over the five year interval. While
there seems to be a large, rapid variation, inspection of the vertical axis indicates that the
semimajor axis is nearly constant over the lifetime of the mission, varying less than 10km.
This is expected, as it was shown in the previous two figures that the altitudes of periapsis
and apoapsis vary at the same time by nearly identical amounts in opposing directions. This
also agrees with the known effect of gravity field, third-body, and solar radiation
perturbations, none of which induce a secular variation in semimajor axis [1]. This generally
constant semimajor axis behavior is typical of all orbits studied in this research.
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Figure 12 Design orbit semimajor axis
With variations in periapsis and apoapsis altitude and a constant semimajor axis, it
is expected that the eccentricity accounts for the altitude variation. This effect is shown in
Figure 13. The eccentricity of the design orbit is initially 0.6, but over five years varies
between approximately 0.55 and 0.64, with the same profile as the two altitude plots. The
largest change is the decrease to nearly 0.55 within the first two years, though the variation
to 0.64 at approximately the 1300 day mark is more critical, since increasing eccentricity
represents a danger of surface impact. The maximum deviation for the eccentricity is
approximately 0.0458.
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Figure 13 Design orbit eccentricity
Figure 14 shows the variation in inclination over the five year propagation. It is clear
that the inclination shows a slow, long-term periodic behavior, with a period of up to 1100
days (3 years). However, the inclination change is almost entirely in the negative direction,
decreasing from an initial value of 57.7° to a minimum of 46° near the end of the mission
lifetime. The inclination increases above the initial value only slightly, to nearly 59° in the
third year. This pattern of variation is a detrimental a south pole communications mission,
as coverage of the pole decreases with inclination. The maximum deviation for the
inclination is approximately 11.72°.
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Figure 14 Design orbit inclination
Figure 15 shows the right ascension of the ascending node of the design orbit. The
behavior of the node does not directly impact the coverage of the pole and so is a minor
point in the design of the orbit, though the initial value is a critical parameter. In this case,
the node varies through the full 360° range nearly twice over the five year mission duration,
with a period of about 1000 days. Therefore, the maximum deviation is, as defined, 240°
(the difference between 240°, the initial value, and 0°, the farthest value reached
numerically).
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Figure 15 Design orbit right ascension of the ascending node
The argument of periapsis, shown in Figure 16, is the last major element. An
argument of periapsis of 90° is the design value, as it places the apoapsis directly above the
south pole for a polar orbit. Over the five year mission duration, it varies minimally for
nearly the first two full years, then increases to nearly 100° before decreasing again, down
to approximately 82°. The variance in argument of periapsis is important for the coverage
properties of the satellite, but this deviation was deemed acceptable by the mission
designers. The maximum deviation is approximately 9.85°.
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Figure 16 Design orbit argument of periapsis
The behavior of the elements over the five year maximum design mission duration
represents a baseline estimate for use in further orbit design for the same mission. Table 14
gives an overview of the maximum deviation values for each element.
Table 14
Design orbit maximum deviation
Element
periapsis altitude
apoapsis altitude
semimajor axis
eccentricity
inclination
right ascension of the ascending node
argument of periapsis

Maximum absolute deviation from initial
284km
278km
<10km
0.0458
11.72°
240°
9.85°
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Single-Element Trend Analysis
The first step taken in characterizing the orbital search space was to perform a
simple trend analysis by varying a single element at a time. The most straightforward way of
performing such an analysis is to begin with a baseline orbit, change the appropriate
element to a new value, and plot the behavior over the propagation interval, comparing it to
the baseline orbit or to orbits with other values of the element. This is the method first
chosen for the current research, but was quickly discarded for several reasons. The first is
that to compare more than a few values of a given element, plots would need to be created
with many data series, making it very difficult to detect trends at a glance. Likewise, this
would limit the number of variations included in the analysis, making it incomplete. The
deeper issue, however, is that the complete behavior of a given orbit over the interval is
rarely what is being compared, and viewing it graphically obscures the true comparative
quantities.
Instead, it was concluded that the true metric of interest is the maximum deviation
value mentioned previously—the maximum of the absolute value of the difference of each
data point and the initial value of the element being compared. Thus, instead of comparing
the full periodic behavior over time, each orbit can be reduced to a single value representing
the maximum departure from the initial element value. Also with this approach, plots can be
created to view these maximum deviation values for a given element as a function of a
second element, rather than attempting to deduce it by viewing the full behavior over time.
A typical example of this approach is shown in Figure 17. This plot shows a series of
data points, each of which represents the maximum deviation in eccentricity of an orbit
propagation using the given value of right ascension of the ascending node. The baseline
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orbit is shown in the legend, with the node values shown on the x-axis. The zero points do
not represent zero deviation from the initial value, but rather orbits that impact the lunar
surface during the propagation interval. These plots were created like those in previous
analyses, using a combination of STK and a custom-written MATLAB function that performs
the orbit specification, data collection, and plot creation. The baseline orbit chosen for all
single-element trades was the SSTL design orbit specified in Table 13. Using this orbit as a
starting point, each element was varied in turn within an interval, and the maximum
deviation values for each element were plotted. All propagations were performed using the
basic propagator outlined in Chapter III, including the 10x10 lunar gravity field, both Earth
and Sun third-body perturbations, and the contribution from solar radiation pressure. Also,
all propagations were performed for two years beginning at the epoch 1 Jan 2012
12:00:00.000 UTC.
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Maximum deviation in eccentricity; 1 Jan 2012 12:00:00; 2 year propagation; 10x10 LP165P, Earth, Sun, SRP
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Figure 17 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial RAAN
For each complete set of elements (represented by an individual data point in Figure
17), a full propagation was performed and the time history data for each element was
collected from STK, again using the integration timesteps and osculating elements. For each
element, the data points were converted from STK’s default units to the unit set used for
further calculations (km, degrees, etc.). The initial value for the element was then subtracted
from the data points, giving a series of signed deviation values. The absolute value of each
point was then taken, and the maximum value of the entire series was obtained and
recorded as the maximum deviation. If it was detected that the orbit impacted the lunar
surface any time in the two year interval (by checking for an altitude of periapsis of less than
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or equal to zero), the maximum deviation of each element was set to zero for that run. This
formula is represented by equation (10).
(10)
The behavior of the elements due to changes in right ascension of the ascending
node is one of the more interesting and illustrative cases performed. Figure 17 shows the
maximum deviation in eccentricity for initial node values in the full interval 0–360° with an
increment of 5°. It is immediately apparent that only node values in the range 160–310°
produce viable (non-impacting) orbits. Within this range, the maximum deviation in
eccentricity decreases from each limit to a minimum in the vicinity of 210° (giving a
deviation of approximately 0.03).
Figure 18 shows a similar plot illustrating the maximum deviation in inclination due
to changes in the initial node. As before, there is the same small range of values that
produces viable orbits (lunar surface impact is independent of the element being analyzed),
but the behavior of the inclination is different from that of eccentricity in this interval. Here,
the inclination deviation changes little from the lower interval limit to the minimum point
(approximately 9° at 215°), but increases thereafter to the upper limit. It is notable that the
point of minimum change in inclination is very similar to that of the minimum change in
eccentricity.
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Figure 18 Maximum deviation in inclination at initial RAAN
Figure 19 shows the maximum deviation in argument of periapsis, another critical
element for the Magnolia-1 mission. Its behavior is similar to that of eccentricity, featuring
sharp decreases from the interval limits to a minimum in the center of approximately 6°
deviation from the initial 90°. However, here the minimum has moved from the vicinity of
210° for the node to 240°, indicating a possible compromise to be made when attempting to
minimize the deviation in the two elements (and that of inclination as well).
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Figure 19 Maximum deviation in argument of periapsis at initial RAAN
An interesting, if less mission-critical, plot is that of the behavior of the node with
the change in initial node value, shown in Figure 20. The behavior shown is typical of all
node deviation plots, and is characterized by mostly straight lines. The reason behind this
becomes evident when the method of obtaining the deviation values is considered. As
shown in equation (10), the deviation is calculated by first converting all of the RAAN data
points to degrees, then subtracting the initial value for that run. For an orbit with an initial
node value of 240°, the maximum deviation possible is obtained if the node cycles through
the 0° point and continues decreasing from 360°, giving minimum and maximum
instantaneous values of 0° and 360°. In this case, the 0° value is farther from the initial value
numerically, making the maximum deviation 240°. This behavior is found for all initial
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values of the node above 180°. Below 180°, the farthest value from the initial value
numerically is 360°, giving a maximum deviation equal to the difference between 360° and
the initial value (200° for a node value of 160°). This explains the behavior seen in Figure
20, which shows the node deviation values decreasing linearly to 180°, then increasing
linearly thereafter. The only exception to this pattern is those cases in which the node does
not cycle through the 0° point within the propagation interval, as is the case with the final
few values before the upper interval limit in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 Maximum deviation in RAAN at initial RAAN
Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the deviation in periapsis and apoapsis altitudes,
respectively, at initial values of the node. The behavior of these elements is an important
indicator of the quality of an orbit design, but is redundant when looking for deviation
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trends. Both plots are nearly identical (other than small negligible variations in the values),
and are similar in behavior to that of eccentricity, shown in Figure 17. Therefore, these
elements are neglected in this analysis in favor of the eccentricity.
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Figure 21 Maximum deviation in periapsis altitude at initial RAAN
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Figure 22 Maximum deviation in apoapsis altitude at initial RAAN
The final element plotted in the single-element trend analysis is the semimajor axis,
shown in Figure 23. This shows the same viable interval as the other plots, along with a
steadily rising deviation with increasing node value. However, the scale of the deviation
never rises above 10km, essentially confirming the conclusion reached previously that the
semimajor axis can be considered constant for the purposes of this research. Therefore, the
semimajor axis, like the two altitude parameters, was neglected for the trend analysis.
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Figure 23 Maximum deviation in semimajor axis at initial RAAN
From the results of varying the node and observing the change in maximum
deviation of all of the elements, it is clear that the initial value of the node has a critical effect
on the viability of orbits to be considered for the current mission, at least with the other
elements at baseline values. It is also clear that the deviations in eccentricity, inclination,
and argument of periapsis are the most critical metrics for designing such an orbit.
However, the effect of varying other elements from the baseline orbit has not yet been
illustrated.
The second such element of critical importance is inclination, which can be varied
through the full range of 0–180° from the baseline value of 57.7°. Figures 24–26 show the
maximum deviation in eccentricity, inclination, and argument of periapsis as initial
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inclination is varied through this range in increments of 5°. These plots show a similar
surface impact pattern as when the node is varied, but in the opposite sense—there is a
narrow range in the vicinity of 90° in which orbits impact the surface, but outside of this
range they do not. This seems to confirm the apparent difficulty shown in the analytical plot
in Figure 2 of achieving a polar frozen orbit. The change in eccentricity with increasing
inclination shows a distinct trend—a rapid increase in maximum deviation with increasing
inclination, followed by a small range of low deviations at the very edge of the impact zone.
The trend is mirrored as inclination increases into the retrograde region above 90°. Similar
trends can be seen in the plots for inclination and argument of periapsis as well. In both
cases, there is a region of large deviations outside of the impact region, followed by a sharp
decrease at the edges. The trend is also roughly mirrored at the other side of this region.
This type of result indicates a problem encountered when selecting an inclination for such
an orbit. There is a very small region of relatively stable orbits (those with low maximum
deviations) that borders the region of orbits that produce lunar surface impacts, indicating a
possible need for a highly accurate orbit insertion maneuver.
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Figure 24 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial inclination
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Figure 25 Maximum deviation in inclination at initial inclination
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Figure 26 Maximum deviation in argument of periapsis at initial inclination
Figure 27 shows the maximum deviation in eccentricity as the argument of periapsis
is changed from the baseline value of 90° through a range of 75–105° in 5° increments. All
three major elements (eccentricity, inclination, argument of periapsis) show the same
behavior—relatively large deviations at 80° followed by a sharp decrease and another rise
to 105°. For eccentricity and argument of periapsis, the minimum deviation occurs at 90°,
whereas for inclination it occurs at 95°. Also, it is noted that surface impact occurs at a value
of 75°. These results show that there is a narrow range of values for argument of periapsis
that may be considered for the current mission, and that the baseline value of 90° is already
a minimum for two out of three important elements. There is a possibility that this behavior
may change as the baseline orbit changes, but this result shows that selection of the
appropriate inclination and eccentricity may be more critical for the designer.
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Figure 27 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial argument of periapsis
The last elements to be varied are eccentricity and semimajor axis, represented
instead by the periapsis altitude and apoapsis altitude in this research. The relationship
between the four elements is shown in equations (11–12), where is the eccentricity,
the semimajor axis,

is the periapsis altitude,

is the apoapsis altitude, and

is

is the

radius of the Moon.
(11)
(12)
Figure 28 and Figure 29 show the maximum deviation in eccentricity and inclination
with increasing periapsis altitude, from a minimum of 500km to a maximum of 8090km
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(making the baseline orbit circular), in increments of 1000km. Likewise, Figure 30 and
Figure 31 show the maximum deviation in the same two elements with increasing apoapsis
altitude, from a minimum of 718km (circular) to a maximum of 15 000km in increments of
1000km. In both cases, additional points were added at the baseline values of 718km and
8090km, and clustered more tightly under 1000km.
Both periapsis altitude plots show similar behavior, in that both begin at nearbaseline values and show low maximum deviations. As periapsis altitude increases (and
eccentricity decreases), however, the deviation values increase steadily, with a final sharp
decrease at the circular case. At the low end, it also appears that the eccentricity is more
stable than the inclination, allowing more variation in altitude without increasing the
deviation in eccentricity. The decrease at the circular value is unexplained, other than the
possibility that in such cases a circular orbit is slightly more stable than an eccentric one.
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Figure 28 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial periapsis altitude
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Figure 29 Maximum deviation in inclination at initial periapsis altitude
Both apoapsis altitude plots show slightly more complex behavior. With eccentricity,
the maximum deviation begins low at the circular point and increases sharply with altitude
(and eccentricity). It then decreases again near the baseline value before increasing steadily
thereafter. The maximum deviation in inclination also begins low, but continues to decrease
further to the isolated impact case at 3000km. It rises sharply thereafter, however, and
continues at a constant high value as the altitude and eccentricity are increased further.
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Figure 30 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial apoapsis altitude
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Figure 31 Maximum deviation in inclination at initial apoapsis altitude
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From these results it can be concluded that such orbits can be expected to be more
stable at lower altitudes regardless of the eccentricity value, presumably as the third-body
or SRP influence decreases. It is also clear that there are regions of interest at higher
altitudes as well, as can be seen with eccentricity in Figure 30, which for the baseline orbit
shows a region of low deviations in the vicinity of 8000–10 000km.
Multi-Element Trend Analysis
The single-element trend analysis was successful at identifying general trends and
behavior within the search space, such as the existence of a viable region in right ascension
of the ascending node and an impact region in inclination. However, the analysis was limited
to the change in orbit behavior due to a single element, with the others left at the values of
the baseline design orbit. This raises other questions, such as the behavior of these regions
with changes in other elements (such as eccentricity, semimajor axis, and epoch).
Therefore a further analysis was done, targeting the behavior due to changes in
multiple elements rather than a single element. For this analysis, STK and MATLAB were
again used in a similar fashion, with the inclusion of additional data series on each plot.
Instead of showing the maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial values of the node, plots
were created that show this behavior at multiple values of inclination as well. Additionally,
this analysis was performed not at the baseline design orbit, but at a series of similar orbits
with periapsis altitude 500km and apoapsis altitudes increasing from 8000km to 15 000km.
From the previous analysis, three major areas of interest were identified. The most
important findings are the existence of the viability region in the range of initial node values
and the existence of the impact region in the range of initial inclination values. Each of these
elements is critical to the design of a Magnolia-1 mission orbit, because each must be
designed to result in satisfactory mission behavior. The inclination must be increased as
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much as possible toward the edge of the impact region to provide adequate coverage of the
south pole region, and the node value must be modified to achieve acceptable behavior for
any given set of elements. Furthermore, any relationship with orbit size and shape must be
analyzed, as increasing the size and eccentricity of the orbit would benefit coverage times
over the south pole region. The third major area of interest is the effect of epoch, which
establishes the time dependency of the results.
The existence of a viability region in the range of possible values of right ascension
of the ascending node is important to the orbit design, as it severely limits the range of
values that can be used, and as it appears to have a large effect on the behavior of the orbit.
For this analysis, a series of plots was created similar to Figure 17 through Figure 23,
showing the maximum deviation in the elements due to initial values of the node in the
interval 0–360°. Instead of a single series, however, five series were included in each plot,
showing the trend for inclinations 50–90° in increments of 10°. Also, multiple such plots
were created at apoapsis altitudes 8000km, 10 000km, 12 000km, 14 000km, and 15
000km.
Figure 32 shows the maximum deviation in eccentricity with initial values of the
node for inclinations between 50° and 90° and at a reference orbit of 500×8000km (and an
argument of periapsis of 90°, like all orbits in this analysis). This plot is typical of others
showing maximum deviation due to changes in both inclination and the node. Five distinct
series were plotted in the figure, as shown in the legend, each with a different baseline
inclination. However, only two such series are visible in the main plot area. This is due to the
behavior shown in Figure 24, in which the impact region begins between an inclination of
60° and 70°. In Figure 32, all of the points for the higher inclinations are displayed on the xaxis, indicating that they were all set to zero due to surface impacts.
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The figure shows a further trend as well. At an inclination of 50°, all node values are
viable over the full propagation interval. However when the inclination increases to 60°, the
viability region shrinks to 195–265°. Also in this interval the maximum deviation decreases
as the inclination increases, from more than 0.25 at an inclination of 50° to 0.05 at 60°, both
at the same node value. However, it is also apparent that a minimum deviation value is
available at the lower inclination that is not available at the higher inclination, at a node
value outside of the viability region of the latter.
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Figure 32 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial RAAN; 500×8000km;
inclination 50–90°
A similar trend is shown in Figure 33, which shows the maximum deviation in
inclination for the same scenario. Here, the shrunken viability region is also readily
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350

apparent, as this is independent of the element being plotted. Also, it is apparent that the
maximum deviation in inclination is almost always greater at an inclination of 60° than at an
inclination of 50°. It can also be noted that for both eccentricity and inclination the 60°
inclination curve features a distinct local minimum point that could be targeted for future
analysis. This minimum occurs at a node value of approximately 230° for eccentricity and at
220° for inclination.
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Figure 33 Maximum deviation in inclination at initial RAAN; 500×8000km;
inclination 50–90°
Figure 34 shows the maximum deviation in eccentricity as the initial apoapsis
altitude is raised from 8000km to 10 000km. Here it can be seen that on the 50° inclination
curve, the maximum change in eccentricity has widened to more than 0.3, while at 60°
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inclination it has decreased to nearly 0.025. It is also apparent that the viability region on
the 60° curve has increased from that at 8000km, to 180–300°. Also, it appears that a
second minimum point is developing at the higher inclination, at approximately 280°,
opening up another attractive option for the node value for an orbit design. While not
shown, a similar trend is visible with inclination deviation, in which the maximum deviation
curve at an initial inclination of 60° is lowered from that at the lower apoapsis altitude.
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Figure 34 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial RAAN; 500×10 000km;
inclination 50–90°
The trend shown between the altitudes of 8000km and 10 000km continues through
12 000km and 14 000km to 15 000km, shown in Figure 35. Here, it can be seen that the
maximum deviation curve at the lower initial inclination has again shifted upwards,
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reaching nearly 0.4, while the curve at the higher initial inclination has also shifted
somewhat higher. Also, the viability region at 60° inclination has increased again, this time
to a range of 165–350°. Furthermore, the presence of the second minimum point at the
upper range of the node values has developed into the elimination of the minimum point at
the lower node values, leaving a single minimum at 340°.
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Figure 35 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial RAAN; 500×15 000km;
inclination 50–90°
This behavior is identical in inclination, as shown in Figure 36. The deviation curve
at 50° inclination has moved upward, reaching nearly 17°, while the curve at 60° inclination
has changed shape to match that of eccentricity. A second minimum value has developed at
the higher range of node values, and the original minimum has disappeared. For inclination,
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this minimum value appears at a node value of 320°, still slightly offset from that for
eccentricity.
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Figure 36 Maximum deviation in inclination at initial RAAN; 500×15 000km;
inclination 50–90°
From these results, it is readily apparent that in no case within the altitude range
being considered does a viable orbit occur at or above an initial inclination of 70°. Also, the
results at inclinations of 50° and 60° show wildly different behavior, indicating the
possibility that a large part of the trend is being missed between the values of 50°, 60°, and
70°. For this analysis the 60–70° range was studied in more detail, due to the fact that higher
initial inclinations are of more interest to the current mission.
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Figure 37 shows a more detailed view of the change in eccentricity at an apoapsis
altitude of 10 000km with inclinations in the range 60–70° in increments of 2°. Here it can
be seen that the maximum inclination that produces a viable design region is 62°, and at 64°
there are no non-impacting orbits. Also, it can be seen that the viability region at 62° has
narrowed further from that at 60°, shrinking from 180–300° to 205–265°. This is expected,
and confirms the conclusion that the region of viable node values shrinks in size with
increasing inclination. Also, it should be noted that the minimum value of deviation in
eccentricity at 62° inclination has increased from that at 60° inclination, from less than 0.03
to nearly 0.05.
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Figure 37 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial RAAN; 500×10 000km;
inclination 60–70°
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The result at the 10 000km apoapsis altitude raises the question of whether
beginning with a larger viable region (such as at 15 000km) would produce a larger range of
inclination values before the viable region disappears. Figure 38, a detail view of deviation
in eccentricity at values of initial inclination in the range 60–70°, shows that it does. Here
the viable region again narrows with increasing initial inclination, but does not disappear
completely until above 66°. Also, the trend is opposite that at the lower altitude, in that the
eccentricity deviation actually decreases with increasing inclination, to approximately 0.04
at an inclination of 66°. Additionally, at these higher inclinations the familiar shape from the
lower altitudes has returned, featuring a single minimum point in the range of initial node
values between 200° and 250°. The existence of viable regions of node values at higher
inclinations as apoapsis altitude increases is promising, as it offers the possibility that better
coverage properties could be achieved through a combination of higher apoapsis altitude
and higher inclination.
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Figure 38 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial RAAN; 500×15 000km;
inclination 60–70°
The second major area of interest is the impact region in initial inclination, as shown
in Figure 24. The primary structure of such inclination plots is that there exists a region of
viable orbits from equatorial (0° inclination) increasing to a point between 60° and 70°,
after which there are no non-impacting orbits over the two-year propagation interval. As
inclination increases further, to about an equal distance from polar (90°), there is a second
region of viable orbits that extends to the point of retrograde equatorial (180°). The
questions of interest are whether this impact region changes with increasing node or
apoapsis altitude, and whether there are points of interest near the edges of the region.
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Figure 39 is reminiscent of Figure 24 in the single-element analysis, and is typical of
others showing maximum deviation as a function of initial inclination. The maximum
deviation in eccentricity is shown for the range of initial inclination values 0–180° with an
increment of 2°. Also, multiple series are presented on the same plot, each representing an
initial node value in the range 0–350° with increment 50°. As with the node analysis,
multiple plots were created for apoapsis altitudes of 8000km, 10 000km, 12 000km,
14 000km, and 15 000km. The argument of periapsis was again held constant at 90°.
It should be noted that the inclination plots shown here form a cross-section with
the node value plots shown previously. Figure 32 shows a value on the 60° inclination curve
at a node value of 250° that is identical to the value on the 250° node curve at the 60°
inclination point in Figure 39. Each analysis highlights its own features, while expanding on
those of the other.
Figure 39 shows a sharp increase in eccentricity deviation from a relatively low
equatorial value to greater than 0.5 at approximately 40° inclination before decreasing
sharply again toward the edge of the impact region. The trend is mirrored about this region,
appearing again in inclination values above approximately 120°. There is also a readily
apparent local minimum value near the edge of the impact region on both sides, just before
a sharp final rise and the beginning of the surface impact region. These small decreases in
deviation are interesting for the current mission, as they may offer relatively high inclination
values while also offering low maximum deviations.
It is also apparent that the variation in initial node value causes a shift in the range
of the impact region. At an initial node value of 50°, this region covers the inclination range
54–118°, while at a node value of 250° it covers the range 62–126°. Both ranges are 64°
wide, but are shifted by 8° relative to each other. This is the same phenomenon that is
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shown in Figure 38, in which higher inclinations are available within different ranges of
node value.
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Figure 39 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial inclination; 500×8000km;
RAAN 0–350°
Figure 40 shows a similar trend in maximum deviation in inclination, although with
slightly less extreme swings in value. Here the pattern is the same, with rapidly increasing
deviation values from equatorial to approximately 40°, followed by a steep decline to a local
minimum value, then a small rise at the edge of the impact zone. The trend is then roughly
mirrored again in the retrograde region. However, the trend is not as uniform as with
eccentricity, featuring large changes in behavior with changing initial node value. Notably,
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there remains the same edge behavior as mentioned previously, and this remains the most
important trend for this mission’s orbital design.
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Figure 40 Maximum deviation in inclination at initial inclination; 500×8000km;
RAAN 0–350°
Figure 41 shows the deviation in eccentricity with the initial apoapsis altitude raised
from 8000km to 10 000km. The behavior of eccentricity deviation is nearly
indistinguishable between the two altitudes, except for slightly more extreme values at the
higher point. Also, there is a clear decrease in the size of the local minimum region on each
side of the impact region, reducing the ability to find one of these points for an orbit design.
Finally, there is a small decrease in the overall size of the impact region, going from an initial
inclination range of 54–118° at 8000km (for a node value of 50°) to 56–116° at 10 000km, a
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reduction of 4° overall. This points to the possibility of a further shrinking impact zone as
apoapsis altitude increases, leading to higher usable inclination values.
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Figure 41 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial inclination; 500×10 000km;
RAAN 0–350°
Jumping to 15 000km in Figure 42 uncovers a continuation of the same trend. Here,
there is a nearly continual decrease from a much more extreme peak deviation to the edge
of the impact region, with a nearly nonexistent minimum point between. The size of the
impact region has also decreased further, to an inclination range of 58–114° for a node value
of 50°. A third major trend is the appearance of impact regions outside of the 90° vicinity for
some node values, such as impact orbits extending from 0–26° inclination for a node value
of 0°. This marks a shrinking of the set of viable orbits, but does not impact the current
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mission as it is focused at lower inclinations. One notable conclusion that can be made from
the 15 000km case is the appearance of non-impacting orbits up to 66°, something also
predicted by Figure 38 in the node value analysis.
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Figure 42 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial inclination; 500×15 000km;
RAAN 0–350°
The trend when looking at inclination deviation, as in Figure 43, is similar, with an
increase in the extreme values up to 30° deviation. However, here the local minimum values
near the edges of the impact region remain, and do not appear to have shrunk from those at
8000km. This again raises the possibility of using these points for orbit design, if the
corresponding eccentricity deviations are not too great.
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Figure 43 Maximum deviation in inclination at initial inclination; 500×15 000km;
RAAN 0–350°
The final major area of interest is the effect of changing the epoch of the
propagation, effectively simulating a difference in launch date on the behavior of an orbit
design. The comparison was performed by changing the epoch to 8 Sep 2010 12:00:00.000
UTC, representing a difference in the year, the time of year, and the phase of the moon to
ensure differences were captured due to any of these factors. Figure 44 is identical to Figure
37, and is presented again here to illustrate the difference caused by the change in epoch. It
represents the original epoch, 1 Jan 2012 12:00:00.000 UTC, and shows the expected
behavior with a viability region between 205° and 265° for an initial inclination of 62°. At
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60°, it shows a large drop in eccentricity deviation at a node value of approximately 220°,
and a smaller drop at 280°.
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Figure 44 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial RAAN; 500×10 000km;
inclination 60–70°; 2012 epoch
Figure 45 shows the same scenario at the new 2010 epoch. Here, the behavioral
trends are similar, though there are marked differences between the two. At an inclination of
62°, the viability region has shifted upwards in node value, to a range of 250–295°, and has
narrowed in size. Also, while the trend is similar, the values have changed such that the
minimum deviation point in 2010 is above 0.06, rather than less than 0.05 in 2012. Finally,
the trend at an inclination of 60° has also changed, reversing itself from that of the later
epoch so that the lower minimum value is at the higher node value.
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Figure 45 Maximum deviation in eccentricity at initial RAAN; 500×10 000km;
inclination 60–70°; 2010 epoch
These results show that the trends outlined here are not static over time, but vary to
a degree that reanalysis would be necessary for a significant change in epoch. It is
anticipated that the general trends and methods discussed, such as the analysis of maximum
deviations and the existence of a viability region in node value and an impact region in
inclination value, are straightforward enough to be repeated for any epoch to be studied.
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CHAPTER V
ORBIT SELECTION
Initial Orbit Selection
The results of the multi-element trend analysis are useful for identifying the general
behavior of the lunar orbit space, but they do not directly show that they are applicable to a
real-world mission such as Magnolia-1. It is therefore essential that these analyses be
directly applied to such a case and that the results be shown in terms of actual long-term
behavior, instead of simply a maximum deviation metric. This also allows any orbits chosen
from these results to be compared directly to the behavior of the baseline design orbit, in
order to show that the analysis was successful at improving the orbit design for the mission.
In order to test the preceding analyses in terms of real-world behavior, both the
specific results and the general trends were used to design a set of seven focus orbits, each
targeting a different beneficial characteristic. The orbits were chosen by reviewing the
results obtained in the multi-element analysis and choosing points of interest from the
plots. Several points were chosen and were then distilled down to the set of seven. For each
orbit, the major parameters chosen were the apoapsis altitude, the inclination, and the right
ascension of the ascending node. The argument of periapsis was kept constant at 90° for
each, and the periapsis altitude was fixed at 700km (not the 500km used in the previous
analysis). This periapsis altitude modification was due to the desire to prevent the orbit
altitude from moving below 500km over time, and to approximately match the periapsis
altitude of the baseline design orbit. It was expected due to the results shown in Figure 28
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and Figure 29 that this change in periapsis altitude would not drastically affect the
fundamental behavior seen in the analysis, but might slightly change the degree of deviation.
This was confirmed simply by repeating the results of one of the multi-element cases with a
periapsis altitude of 700km instead of 500km and observing that the trend curve changes
slightly in deviation value, but not in overall behavior. All chosen orbits were analyzed in
comparison to the behavior of the baseline design orbit (also referred to as the SSTL orbit)
discussed in Chapter IV.
The first orbit chosen is very similar to the SSTL orbit, and therefore was called
SSTL reoptimized (reopt). It was chosen based on the design point indicated in Figure
46, and features an apoapsis altitude of 8000km, an inclination of 60°, and a node value of
220° (very similar to the SSTL values of 8090km, 57.7°, and 240°). This point also
corresponds closely to a minimum in the eccentricity deviation (see Figure 32), but is
slightly offset from the minimum point.
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Figure 46 reopt orbit design point
In the multi-element analysis, it was found that there exists a small local minimum
in inclination deviation near the edge of the inclination impact zone. The minimum
deviation in inclination (mindi) orbit was chosen to capture this effect and to test
the behavior of an orbit predicted to have a very low inclination deviation. This orbit was
chosen at the 8000km apoapsis altitude, with an inclination of 54° and a node value of 150°,
far different from that of the SSTL orbit. It was predicted that this orbit would result in an
inclination deviation (within the first two years) of slightly greater than 5°. Other design
points may have resulted in deviations of less than 4°, but these are at significantly lower
inclinations and were neglected due to their noncompliance with the goals of the Magnolia1 mission. The mindi design point is shown in Figure 47.
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Figure 47 mindi orbit design point
The plot of deviation of right ascension of the ascending node at values of initial
inclination (Figure 48) shows interesting behavior in node deviation. For several values of
the initial node, the deviation is constant for all non-impacting values of inclination. This
indicates a variation in node value over time that is cycling through the entire 360° range, as
discussed in the previous chapter. However, for some values of the initial node location the
behavior is not constant, indicating that the variation in node value is slow, and is not
cycling through a full 360° in the two-year propagation interval. The slow right
ascension of the ascending node (slowraan) orbit was chosen to capture this
behavior. The point chosen is at an apoapsis altitude of 8000km and has an inclination of
58° with a node value of 300°. The node deviation value at this point approaches 300°
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(indicating a full drift cycle), but remains slightly below this point. It was expected that this
point would feature a significant drift in node value, but one slower than that of the design
orbit, as it may not move through a full cycle in the two-year propagation interval. However,
this behavior is subject to verification, due to the aforementioned limitations of the
maximum deviation metric when applied to the node.
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Figure 48 slowraan orbit design point
The impact zone on the inclination variation plots has valid design points in both the
posigrade (0–90°) region and the retrograde (90–180°) region. To this point, only posigrade
orbits were considered as design points, though retrograde orbits may have similar (or
better) characteristics. The same plot used to choose the mindi design point was used to
choose a retrograde design point, called simply retrograde (retro). This point also has an
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apoapsis altitude of 8000km, with an inclination of 120° and a node value of 50° (much
different from any other design point). The inclination of 120° is directly equivalent to a
posigrade inclination of 60° from a coverage standpoint, and was expected to have similar
characteristics. The retro design point is identified in Figure 49.
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Figure 49 retro orbit design point
The plot of deviation in eccentricity at values of the initial node for an apoapsis
altitude of 10 000km shows a very low eccentricity deviation at an inclination of 60° and a
node value of 220°. Here the deviation is less than 0.03, much less than at any of the other
altitudes studied. As the change in eccentricity is critical to the long-term behavior of the
orbit, this point was chosen as the minimum deviation in eccentricity (minde) orbit
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design point. It was expected that this point would feature very mild changes in eccentricity
(and thus altitude) over the mission duration. The minde design point is shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 50 minde orbit design point
As discussed in the trend analysis, as the apoapsis altitude increases, new minimum
points in eccentricity and inclination deviation begin to appear at a higher range of node
values. The high altitude (hialt) orbit design point was chosen to explore this behavior.
The hialt point was chosen at an apoapsis altitude of 14 000km, at an inclination of 60°,
and at a node value of 330°, much higher than any other orbit considered. It was not known
if the behavior at this point would be similar to that of points at lower node values, or if it
would change in a manner not captured by the deviation plots. The hialt design point is
identified in Figure 51.
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Figure 51 hialt orbit design point
The final orbit selected is the point with the highest achievable initial inclination
within the chosen search space. With the general trend of a shrinking inclination impact
region with increasing apoapsis, this point was located at an apoapsis altitude of 15 000km,
featuring an initial inclination of 66° at a node value of 250°. Because of the desire to
increase coverage statistics over the south pole region, it was expected that any increase in
initial inclination (within reasonable deviation bounds) would be beneficial to the mission.
The point chosen has a predicted eccentricity deviation of approximately 0.05 and an
inclination deviation of slightly greater than 11°, both of which are reasonable relative to the
other orbits chosen. This orbit is called maximum inclination (maxi), and the design
point is shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52 maxi orbit design point
In total, seven potential design orbits were selected, in addition to the existing SSTL
orbit. These orbits are summarized in Table 15.
Table 15
Preliminary design orbits
Name
sstl
reopt
mindi
slowraan
retro
minde
hialt
maxi

Size (km)
718×8090
700×8000
700×8000
700×8000
700×8000
700×10 000
700×14 000
700×15 000

Inclination (°)
57.7
60
54
58
120
60
60
66
96

RAAN (°)
240
220
150
300
50
220
330
230

Argument of Periapsis (°)
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

With the seven potential design orbits selected, each was propagated for five years
using the default propagator outlined in Chapter III. As with the design orbit in Chapter IV,
the behavior of each orbital element was plotted along a time scale. Each was also compared
to the SSTL orbit. All propagations were started at the standard epoch of 1 Jan 2012
12:00:00.000 UTC, and the osculating elements were plotted at each integration timestep,
with no interpolation.
Figure 53 shows the results of the reopt orbit, but is typical of the results from
other orbits as well. The most critical element used to judge the acceptability of a potential
design orbit is the periapsis altitude, which by the constraints of this research must not
descend below approximately 500km. For the reopt case, results using both an initial
periapsis altitude of 500km and 700km are shown, to illustrate the effect of this
modification during orbit selection. As is shown in the figure, the 500km case begins at that
initial periapsis altitude and decreases immediately to a low of nearly 200km before rising
again in a periodic fashion. During later oscillations the altitude decreases to less than
200km. When the initial periapsis altitude is increased to 700km (nearly identical to the
SSTL orbit), however, this minimum altitude is nearly unchanged. Instead, the oscillations
increase in amplitude, resulting in an altitude profile that varies between the minimum of
the 500km case and the maximum of the SSTL case. Both results are clearly unsuitable
under the constraints of this research. They also illustrate the conclusion that increasing the
periapsis altitude does not increase the minimum altitude reached; instead it increases the
eccentricity so that the amplitude of the oscillation is increased as well. This result holds for
the other potential orbits in question, so the 500km periapsis altitude variations are not
shown further.
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Figure 53 reopt orbit periapsis altitude
Figure 54 shows the periapsis altitude profile of the mindi orbit, selected to reduce
the deviation in inclination for the two-year baseline mission duration. Here it can be seen
that the periapsis altitude decreases to nearly 200km during the third year, and dips to
nearly 400km at other times. This behavior is worse than that of the SSTL orbit, and like the
reopt design, indicates an unsuitable orbit.
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Figure 54 mindi orbit periapsis altitude
Figure 55 shows the inclination profile for which the mindi orbit was selected. It is
apparent here that the maximum deviation is indeed less than that of the SSTL orbit, as it
decreases from 54° to approximately 47° (a change of 7°), while the SSTL orbit drifts from
57.7° to slightly less than 48° within the first two years (a change of nearly 10°). However, it
is also apparent that the overall behavior of the inclination over the propagation interval is
no better than the SSTL orbit, in that it dips nearly as low and increases nearly as high, with
no apparent change in the mean. This illustrates one drawback of designing an orbit based
on maximum deviation figures, as while that metric did improve, it was not indicative of an
improvement in overall behavior. In addition, the maximum deviation for this orbit within
the first two years was predicted to be between 5° and 6°, while the actual figure was closer
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to 7°. This small change can be attributed to the increase in periapsis altitude from 500km
to 700km.
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Figure 55 mindi orbit inclination
Figure 56 shows the periapsis behavior of the slowraan orbit, which was selected
because of the predicted behavior of the node over the initial two-year interval. The altitude
of periapsis again indicates an unsuitable orbit, as its minimum value decreases to nearly
zero in less than 200 days.
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Figure 56 slowraan orbit periapsis altitude
The behavior of the node is shown in Figure 57. It can be seen that the node does
indeed drift less than 300° in the initial two-year interval, as was predicted by Figure 48.
However, this is primarily due to the increase in the initial value, not to a decrease of the
drift rate, which remains very similar to that of the SSTL orbit. In fact, the drift rate may
have actually increased, as shown by the narrowing of the gap between the two lines as time
progresses.
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Figure 57 slowraan orbit RAAN
The final 8000km apoapsis altitude orbit is retro, the only retrograde orbit chosen
for further study. Figure 58 shows the periapsis altitude behavior over the five-year interval,
and shows a series of drops in value to below 200km. During the fourth year, the periapsis
altitude decreases to nearly zero, again indicating an unsuitable orbit design.
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Figure 58 retro orbit periapsis altitude
The minde orbit design is the first with an increased apoapsis altitude, from
8000km to 10 000km. The design was chosen specifically to reduce the maximum change in
eccentricity over the initial two-year interval, which is directly related to a reduction in the
variation in the periapsis altitude. This is shown by Figure 59 and Figure 60. The first shows
the change in altitude of periapsis over the full five-year interval, and shows long-term
behavior very similar to that of the SSTL orbit. The maximum change from the initial value
is less than that of the SSTL orbit, and the minimum altitude remains above approximately
450km throughout the time interval. Figure 60 shows the behavior of the eccentricity, and
shows a similar pattern to that of the periapsis altitude. The mean is naturally higher than
that of the SSTL orbit, due to the increase in apoapsis altitude, but the variation is visibly
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less. In addition, this increase in eccentricity without adversely affecting the other elements
has the potential of translating into longer dwell times at apoapsis, and thus longer coverage
times over the south pole region. Using the element values initially chosen for the minde
orbit, the design is satisfactory, and is a candidate for further analysis with no significant
modifications.
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Figure 59 minde orbit periapsis altitude
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Figure 60 minde orbit eccentricity
Figure 61 shows the periapsis altitude behavior for the hialt design, chosen to
explore the minimum deviation points at high values of apoapsis altitude and right
ascension of the ascending node. The figure shows a rapidly oscillating periapsis altitude
that decreases almost immediately to a minimum of less than 200km, far less than the
desired minimum of approximately 500km. This behavior renders this design unsuitable for
the current mission.
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Figure 61 hialt orbit periapsis altitude
The final potential design orbit is maxi, chosen to maximize the initial achievable
inclination by increasing the apoapsis altitude to 15 000km. Figure 62 shows the periapsis
altitude behavior over the five-year interval, and again shows a rapid series of oscillations
with a minimum value of less than 200km. Like with the hialt design, this again renders it
unsuitable for the current mission as is.
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Figure 62 maxi orbit periapsis altitude
Figure 63 shows the expected benefit of such an orbit. The inclination is initially
much higher than that of the SSTL design, and remains higher at nearly all times. It has a
much higher frequency of oscillation, but if such behavior could be tolerated, the
combination of the higher maintained inclination and the very high apoapsis altitude would
significantly improve the coverage properties of the mission.
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Figure 63 maxi orbit inclination
Refined Orbit Selection
Only one of the initial set of seven orbits chosen for further analysis (minde) shows
behavior similar to or better than the baseline SSTL design orbit. This result, combined with
the demonstrated tendency of the change in periapsis altitude from 500km to 700km to
increase the degree of deviation for a given orbit, raises the question of whether or not any
of the other orbits can be adjusted (or “tuned”) slightly to obtain better behavior.
This question was investigated with the reopt orbit by slightly adjusting various
elements and observing the resulting change in behavior. The first test performed was an
extension of the periapsis adjustment from 500km to 700km. At 700km, the minimum
altitude reached was nearly 200km, or 300km less than the desired minimum of 500km.
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Therefore, the periapsis altitude was adjusted upward again by 300km, to 1000km, to test
any resulting increase in the minimum altitude reached. Figure 64 shows the results of this
test. While a small increase in the minimum altitude was achieved, the increase was slight,
not the desired 300km. Instead, the periodic oscillations of the 1000km orbit increased in
amplitude such that the minimum altitude reached did not change appreciably, but the
maximum altitude reached did. This result is similar to that obtained by increasing the
periapsis altitude from 500km to 700km, and confirms that such an adjustment does not
improve the behavior of the orbit.
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Figure 64 reopt orbit with periapsis altitude adjustment
The second test performed was to adjust the right ascension of the ascending node
by 10° above and below the initial value of 220°. It was expected that this adjustment would
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move the design point along a curve similar to that shown in Figure 17, and may improve
the behavior if this curve was changed with the adjustment of the periapsis altitude to
700km. Figure 65 shows the results of this test. The main result is that the adjustment of the
node value by ±10° had very little effect on the behavior of the orbit. There is a slight change
visible in the extent of the oscillations, but the effect is minor. Based on these results, it was
concluded that this orbit cannot be tuned appreciably by adjusting the node value.
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Figure 65 reopt orbit with node value adjustment
The third and final test performed on the reopt orbit was to adjust the inclination
by 1° above and below the design value of 60°. Such a change would move the design point
along a curve similar to that shown in Figure 24, and may improve behavior if the point is
moved downward into one of the local minimum regions. Figure 66 shows the results of this
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test. There is a dramatic change in behavior from the initial inclination of 60° to the two
other values. An increase of 1° increased the magnitude of the oscillation, decreasing the
minimum altitude reached from nearly 200km to less than 100km, without changing the
fundamental behavior. Likewise, a decrease of 1° in inclination decreased the magnitude of
the oscillation, and changed the minimum altitude reached to slightly greater than 300km, a
change of more than 100km. This result was considered promising, and the technique was
applied to the other design orbits as well. In the case of the reopt orbit, a further change in
inclination to 58° may have resulted in an acceptable periapsis altitude profile, but the orbit
would have been nearly identical to the SSTL orbit, so this step was not taken.
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Figure 66 reopt orbit with inclination adjustment
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The mindi orbit design was tuned in the same way, by adjusting inclination by 1°
above and below the design value of 54°. Figure 67 shows the results of each change,
compared with the SSTL design. While decreasing the inclination to 53° resulted in an
improvement in minimum altitude reached, the minimum remained below 400km and the
behavior remained less stable than the SSTL design. For this orbit it was decided not to
further decrease the inclination, as 53° is already much lower than that of any of the other
designs.
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Figure 67 mindi orbit at 53–55° inclination
Figure 68 shows the results of tuning the inclination of the slowraan orbit by ±1°
from the design value of 58°. Here it is quickly apparent that the 59° case results in lunar
surface impact, since the minimum periapsis altitude extends well below 0° (even in an
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impact case, STK continues the propagation). The behavior of the 57° case, while not
resulting in an impact, is still much worse than that of the SSTL orbit at nearly the same
inclination. Again, a further decrease may have improved this behavior, but was neglected
due to the already low inclination value.
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Figure 68 slowraan orbit at 57–59° inclination
The inclination tuning exercise was performed twice for the retro orbit design. In
the first test, the inclination was changed by ±1° from the initial value of 120°. As shown in
Figure 69, this resulted in a surface impact orbit at 119° and a slightly better periapsis
altitude profile at 121°, with a minimum altitude of slightly less than 200km.
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Figure 69 retro orbit at 119–121° inclination
While an orbit with a periapsis altitude that decreases to 200km is unsuitable for
the current mission, an inclination of 121° is equivalent to 59° in the posigrade realm,
indicating room for a further decrease. The retro orbit was further tested by increasing the
inclination to 122° and 123°, equivalent to the posigrade inclinations 58° and 57°,
respectively. The results are shown in Figure 70. The 123° case is the most promising, with
an altitude profile that remains above 400km, still less than the desired minimum of 500km,
but better than most of the other designs considered. Therefore, it was concluded that based
on this adequate behavior, along with the retrograde inclination and the node value of 50°,
both of which are unique from the other designs, that this design with an inclination of 123°
would be selected for further analysis.
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Figure 70 retro orbit at 121–123° inclination
While the minde orbit design was already considered suitable with its design
inclination of 60°, it was also tuned by adjusting the inclination by ±1°. Figure 71 shows the
results, but for readability leaves out the 61° case, which features far worse behavior than
the others. The main point of interest is that when the inclination is reduced to 59°, the
behavior of the orbit improves still further, this time showing a result that is much more
stable than the SSTL design. At an inclination of 59°, the minimum periapsis altitude
reached is approximately 530km, better than the 60° case value of 450km, and even better
than the SSTL value of 470km. Based on these promising results, it was concluded that the
minde design would be considered for further analysis with an inclination of 59°.
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Figure 71 minde orbit at 59–60° inclination
Figure 72 shows the results of tuning the hialt design with an inclination change of
-1° from the design value of 60°. A change of +1° was also applied, but resulted in worse
behavior and was not included in the figure to aid readability. The results show an apparent
improvement in the periapsis altitude profile, but with a minimum value remaining at
nearly 300km. With the already low inclination of 59° and the results shown for the maxi
design, it was concluded that the hialt orbit would not be tuned further.
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Figure 72 hialt orbit at 59–60° inclination
The maxi orbit is very similar in behavior to the hialt design, but with the unique
benefit that the initial inclination is so great (66°) that there is much room for variation to
improve the long-term behavior. Like the others, the maxi orbit was first tuned by adjusting
the inclination by ±1°. The results of this are shown in Figure 73, without the 67° surface
impact case to improve readability. At 65°, it is apparent that the periapsis altitude profile
remains unsuitable, as it decreases to nearly 300km at several points during the five-year
interval. However, the high inclination of 65° implied that further improvement could be
made.
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Figure 73 maxi orbit at 65–66° inclination
Figure 74 shows the results of reducing the inclination by another 2°, to 63°. The
intermediate 64° case was also tested, but is not shown in the figure. The 63° case still
features the very high frequency of oscillation typical to the high apoapsis altitude cases, but
also features a minimum periapsis altitude of slightly less than 450km, nearly equal to that
of the SSTL design. In addition, this behavior is present at an inclination of 63°, more than 5°
greater than the SSTL design and 4° greater than any of the other acceptable designs. Based
on these positive features, the maxi design was chosen for further analysis with an
inclination of 63°.
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Figure 74 maxi orbit at 63° inclination
In total, of the seven potential designs chosen, three were tuned further and chosen
for further consideration. The final set of refined designs is shown along with the SSTL
design in Table 16.
Table 16
Refined design orbits
Name
sstl
retro
minde
maxi

Size (km)
718×8090
700×8000
700×10 000
700×15 000

Inclination (°)
57.7
123
59
63

RAAN (°)
240
50
220
230
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Argument of Periapsis (°)
90
90
90
90

With the long-term stability of the three refined orbit designs established, attention
was turned to the other mission-specific properties that are used to qualify an orbit, such as
surface coverage, communications revisit time, and eclipse properties. All such properties
were reported for the SSTL orbit in [5], but the analyses were repeated here to confirm the
methodology and to compare directly to the other designs.
The coverage properties for each orbit were analyzed using the STK/Coverage
component of the STK software. In this case, coverage is defined as the percentage of time in
a given interval (e.g. a month) that a portion of the satellite is visible from a point on the
lunar surface, given a number of constraints that define visibility. The coverage analysis was
performed for each orbit at two different intervals using two different visibility constraints.
The coverage percent was calculated by STK based on a grid covering the lunar surface, with
a resolution of 5° in latitude and longitude. At each grid point the percent of time within the
given interval in which the satellite is visible was calculated as the coverage for that point. A
coverage value of 0% would indicate that the satellite is never visible to the given surface
location, while a value of 100% would indicate that it is always visible. The percent coverage
for each set of points at the same latitude was then collected, and the minimum, maximum,
and average values of those points were reported as the coverage properties at that latitude.
The coverage was calculated globally (at latitudes -90–+90°) for both line-of-sight
visibility and with an elevation constraint of 20°. The former, which is equivalent to an
elevation constraint of 0°, constrains the visibility of the spacecraft from the surface such
that any visibility above the horizon is considered. With a 20° elevation constraint, only
those times in which the spacecraft is visible from the surface above an angle of 20° from
the horizon are considered. In addition, the coverage properties for latitudes south of -60°
were considered separately, as this is the area of interest for the Magnolia-1 mission. Each
such set of coverage properties was reported in one-month intervals at the beginning and
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the end of the five-year propagation interval, from 1 Jan 2012 12:00:00.000 UTC to 31 Jan
2012 12:00:00.000 UTC, and from 30 Nov 2016 12:00:00.000 UTC to 30 Dec 2016
12:00:00.000 UTC. This was done to allow the Moon a full rotation within the interval, while
also separating the coverage properties at the beginning of the mission from those at the
end. An example of the coverage during the initial interval for the maxi orbit is shown in
Figure 75. One would expect greater disparity with longitude if the calculation interval were
shorter, and more constant coverage areas across longitude if the interval were longer.

Figure 75 maxi orbit percent coverage
The coverage properties for the orbit designs are summarized in Table 17. The table
reports the percent time the given latitudes are covered, averaged across all values of
longitude. Values are given for both the 0° elevation (line-of-sight) and the 20° elevation
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constraints, for the 30-day periods at the beginning and the end of the five-year mission
lifetime. Better values are shaded darker than others. It is readily apparent that at both
elevation constraints and for both coverage areas, the maxi orbit features the greatest
percent coverage, with 82% coverage of the south pole above 20° elevation (decreasing to
79% by the end of the mission). This is far greater than any of the other orbits, but is
expected due to the high apoapsis altitude and eccentricity. At nearly the same eccentricity
as the SSTL orbit, the retro design features very similar coverage properties at the start of
the mission, but offers much better coverage at the end. Further analysis is necessary to
determine how the coverage changes between these two intervals.
Table 17
Percent coverage (five years)

0°
elev.

20°
elev.

global
90°–-90°
area of
interest
-60°–-90°
global
90°–-90°
area of
interest
-60°–-90°

sstl
mission
start
05–77%

mission
end
02–76%

retro
mission
start
05–77%

mission
end
05–77%

minde
mission
start
04–82%

mission
end
04–80%

maxi
mission
start
03–89%

mission
end
03–87%

73–77%

69–76%

73–77%

73–77%

78–82%

76–80%

86–89%

84–87%

00–66%

00–60%

00–66%

00–66%

00–72%

00–69%

00–82%

00–79%

53–66%

41–60%

52–66%

52–66%

60–72%

50–69%

74–82%

67–79%

The maximum revisit time for each orbit was also calculated using STK/Coverage, in
the same manner as the percent coverage. The maximum revisit time is defined as the
maximum time between visible passes of the spacecraft at a certain point on the lunar
surface. A 5° latitude/longitude surface grid was used, and data were reported over 30-day
intervals at the beginning and the end of the mission lifetime to capture changes with the
evolution of the orbit. The maximum revisit time reported is the maximum interval between
visible passes encountered within each interval at each grid point, all of which are then
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collected into groups of degree latitude. At each latitude the maximum value across the grid
points at that latitude is reported, forming a “double maximum” revisit time property. Also,
only the area of interest extending south of -60° latitude is shown. Table 18 summarizes the
revisit time data for each of the orbit designs. All orbits are similar under a 0° elevation
constraint, with maximum revisit times ranging from 3hr to 5hr at mission end. With a 20°
elevation constraint, however, the maxi orbit shows its superiority, increasing to a
maximum of 9hr at -60° latitude at mission start and 16hr at mission end. At 8000km
altitude, the SSTL orbit offers superior revisit properties at mission start, but the retro
design better maintains its properties at the end. It must also be noted that the 20° elevation
coverage for the SSTL orbit at mission start is predicted in [5] to be less than 10hr, but the
exact coverage intervals and other factors used for the analysis are unknown. It is known
that the 44hr figure shown here is due to surface points opposite the orbit plane, forming
areas with very long revisit times.
Table 18
Maximum revisit time (five years)

0°
elev.
20°
elev.

area of
interest
-60°–-90°
area of
interest
-60°–-90°

sstl
mission
start
3–4hr

mission
end
3–5hr

retro
mission
start
3–4hr

mission
end
3–4hr

minde
mission
start
3–4hr

mission
end
3–5hr

maxi
mission
start
3–4hr

mission
end
3–5hr

4–44hr

5–173hr

4–60hr

4–59hr

4–10hr

5–125hr

5–9hr

5–16hr

A third coverage property, the mean access time, was calculated with the others
using STK/Coverage. The mean access time is the average duration of each coverage pass
over the grid points on the lunar surface, and was analyzed very similarly to the other
coverage properties. Samples were taken for an interval of 30 days at the beginning and the
end of the mission time frame, and the mean access time was calculated for each grid point.
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These times were then collected by degree latitude, and reported in terms of the minimum,
maximum, and average value across all degrees of longitude. This average value was
reported, forming an average mean access time for each degree latitude. The results of the
20° elevation constraint case are reported in Table 19. Again the two orbits with higher
apoapsis altitudes offer longer mean access times than the others. However, at the lower
apoapsis altitude, the SSTL orbit performs slightly better than the retro design. In general,
the two lower orbits offer mean access times in the range of 6–8hr in the south pole region,
while the higher orbits increase that to nearly 20hr.
Table 19
Mean access time (five years)

20°
elev.

0°
latitude
-30°
latitude
-60°
latitude
-90°
latitude

sstl
mission
start
2.8hr

mission
end
3.7hr

retro
mission
start
2.8hr

mission
end
2.7hr

minde
mission
start
3.9hr

mission
end
4.5hr

maxi
mission
start
5.7hr

mission
end
7.2hr

5.7hr

5.7hr

5.4hr

5.4hr

7.6hr

7.5hr

13.3hr

13.1hr

6.5hr

6.6hr

6.5hr

6.4hr

8.9hr

8.8hr

17.2hr

15.6hr

7.9hr

7.2hr

7.8hr

7.8hr

10.6hr

10.1hr

19.0hr

18.4hr

Eclipse properties were analyzed using the basic facilities available in the STK
software, and were split into events caused by the moon (lunar eclipses) and those caused
by Earth (Earth eclipses). An eclipse event occurs when the spacecraft passes through the
shadow of the body in question, opposite the Sun, and is important because it dictates many
factors involved with the spacecraft power systems, such as battery and solar array sizing.
An eclipsing shadow contains two primary conical regions. The umbra is the true shadow
region, in which no direct sunlight can reach the spacecraft. There is also a penumbra region
located around the edge of the umbra cone that represents the area of partial sunlight. This
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penumbra region is typically narrow relative to the umbra, but may grow to be quite large
when extended far away from the eclipsing body. The eclipse analysis performed for this
study includes both the main umbra eclipse times and the two short penumbra eclipse times
as part of a single eclipse event. All such eclipse events were recorded for the duration of the
mission, then reported in terms of the maximum duration seen during the mission lifetime
and the average number of such events per year. These properties are summarized for each
orbit design in Table 20. For all orbit designs, the maximum duration of a lunar eclipse event
during the five-year mission is approximately 60min, with the retro orbit featuring a
slightly shorter maximum duration and the maxi orbit featuring a slightly longer maximum
duration. The maxi orbit, however, only sees approximately 130 lunar eclipses per year, as
opposed to 370 for the retro design. The Earth eclipse properties for all orbit designs are
approximately equal, with about 2 events per year with a maximum duration of 4–5 hours.
When using any of these designs, the spacecraft must be capable of withstanding several
long eclipse periods combined with many shorter ones per year.
Table 20
Eclipse properties (five years)
Lunar Eclipse
Earth Eclipse

max duration
no. per year
max duration
no. per year

sstl
61min (~8%)
~340
5hr
~2

retro
58min (~8%)
~370
4hr
~2

minde
61min (~8%)
~240
4hr
~3

maxi
65min (~9%)
~130
4hr
~2

The final analysis performed on the set of orbit designs is a survey of Earth ground
station visibility. Such an analysis was performed by SSTL on its design by calculating a
series of properties involving the visibility of the spacecraft from ground stations at SSTL’s
headquarters in Surrey, United Kingdom, and the Deep Space Network facility located in
Santiago, Chile. STK was again used to calculate these properties for all of the design orbits.
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The analysis includes the number of total accesses, the mean access duration, the maximum
revisit time, the mean coverage per day, and the total percent of time visible from the
ground stations. The properties were split into those involving both the SSTL and the
Santiago sites, and those involving the Santiago facility only. In addition, a 5° elevation
constraint was placed on the visibility of the spacecraft from the two ground sites. These
properties are summarized in Table 21, and closely match those supplied by SSTL. The
properties shown are split between the maxi orbit, which has the best access duration
properties (because of its highly eccentric nature) and the retro orbit, which has the
greatest total number of accesses, as well as the lower maximum revisit time. However, all
orbits are similar in most properties, including an average of nearly 11 hours of coverage
per day of the Santiago ground station and maximum revisit times (over the entire five-year
interval) of approximately 16 hours.
Table 21
Earth ground station coverage properties (five years)
SSTL/Santiago

Santiago

total accesses
max revisit time
mean access duration
mean coverage per day
total coverage
total accesses
max revisit time
mean access duration
mean coverage per day
total coverage
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sstl
4983
10.6hr
07.7hr
15.1hr
62.9%
2516
16.0hr
07.8hr
10.7hr
44.6%

retro
5049
10.6hr
07.6hr
15.1hr
62.9%
2539
15.9hr
07.7hr
10.7hr
44.6%

minde
4599
10.6hr
08.4hr
15.2hr
63.3%
2313
16.1hr
08.5hr
10.8hr
45.0%

maxi
4107
10.6hr
09.5hr
15.3hr
63.8%
2060
16.0hr
09.7hr
11.0hr
45.8%

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
The primary goal of this research was to explore the potential of lunar frozen orbits
for usage in high-altitude communications missions such as the proposed Magnolia-1
mission. In the process, both general trends related to such orbits and the benefits offered
by specific orbit designs were explored.
As required by the goals of the Magnolia-1 mission, the trends analysis considered
highly eccentric orbits with inclinations as close to polar as possible, with the goal of
focusing coverage on the lunar south pole region. Two primary trends of importance were
identified: the existence of a viability region in initial right ascension of the ascending node,
and the existence of an impact region in initial inclination. In any design of such an orbit,
these two factors are critical, and combine to reduce the design process to finding
acceptable combinations of the node and the inclination such that the desired behavior is
produced.
By fixing certain elements (such as the argument of periapsis and the periapsis
altitude) and adjusting others (such as apoapsis altitude), further trends were identified.
Variations were observed in the node value viability region by observing the maximum
absolute deviation in certain elements over the nominal mission duration (two years) as a
function of the initial node value. Specifically, it was found that at a given orbital altitude, an
increase in initial inclination corresponds to a decrease in the width of this region, such that
the entire range of node values is usable at low inclinations while a much smaller range is
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usable at higher inclinations. Furthermore, it was found that as initial apoapsis altitude
increases, this viability region expands in width for a given inclination, allowing more choice
in initial node value. As may be expected, it was found that this leads to an increase in the
range of inclinations for which a viable region of node values exists, from a maximum of
approximately 62° at an apoapsis altitude of 8000km to 66° at 15 000km.
By plotting this same maximum deviation factor as a function of initial inclination,
the impact region in inclination was highlighted, and further trends were identified.
Specifically, it was found that as apoapsis altitude increases, the width of the impact region
decreases slightly, allowing the more polar inclinations mentioned above. Also, it was found
that changes in the node value shift the impact region to either side of 90°, alternately
allowing more polar posigrade and retrograde inclinations. Furthermore, it was found that
at the edges of this impact region there exists a slight decrease in deviation values bounded
by sharp increases, and that for some elements (such as eccentricity) this small minimum
region disappears with increasing apoapsis altitude (and initial eccentricity).
In general, it can be concluded that for orbits with eccentricities within the bounds
established for this research, there can exist no long-term stable orbits with a polar
inclination, as predicted by the literature [15]. It can also be concluded, however, that longterm stable orbits can be found at moderate inclinations in the vicinity of 60°, and that such
orbits can be tuned to specific mission goals through the appropriate combination of right
ascension of the ascending node, inclination, and eccentricity.
The results of this trends analysis also suggest a design technique for similar
missions. A future orbit design study following this design procedure might begin by
choosing a design orbit size by specifying the periapsis and apoapsis altitudes, then
selecting an appropriate inclination for that orbit size. The design could then be finished by
selecting an initial node value within the viable range for that combination of elements, and
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the final design could be adjusted through small variations in the inclination to achieve the
required behavior.
By applying the previous results to the Magnolia-1 mission and focusing on a variety
of potentially beneficial properties, seven potentially suitable orbits were chosen for further
analysis. This set was then reduced to three: a retrograde example at nearly the same
altitude as the baseline design, an eccentricity change minimization example at slightly
higher altitude, and an inclination maximization example at a still higher altitude. Each of
these examples were analyzed for long-term behavioral characteristics as well as missionspecific characteristics such as coverage time, revisit time, and eclipse properties. Each orbit
was compared to the others and to the baseline design provided by SSTL, and each showed
benefits over the others. Assuming a future constraint fixing the apoapsis altitude at the
baseline value of 8000km, the retrograde design was found to offer coverage properties at
the end of the mission timeframe nearly identical to those at the start, though the behavior
between these intervals was not studied. Also, the retrograde orbit was found to offer
slightly improved ground station access properties, featuring more accesses with a slightly
shorter maximum revisit time. Assuming that an increase in apoapsis altitude is acceptable,
however, the two other orbits were found to offer much improved characteristics over the
others in nearly every respect. Such orbits offer greater coverage time with lower maximum
revisit times, fewer eclipse periods with no major increase in duration, and superior ground
station access properties, as well as the benefits of greater altitude stability (in the case of
the minimum change in eccentricity orbit) and increased average inclination (in the case of
the maximum inclination orbit).
It can be concluded that by applying the trend analysis performed in this research,
acceptable orbits for a general mission profile can be easily found, and that such orbits can
be tuned further to satisfy more restrictive requirements as they are established. For the
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Magnolia-1 mission, it can be concluded that the retrograde orbit example is a feasible
alternative to the baseline design chosen by SSTL, especially if the retrograde inclination
offers other benefits in terms of orbit insertion or fuel usage. Furthermore, any allowable
increase in apoapsis altitude allows orbit designs with properties far superior to those at
lower altitudes, both in stability and coverage. Both examples outlined in this research
would be excellent choices for such a mission, assuming a communications payload that
allows such altitudes.
This research, however, like any such study of orbital mechanics, remains
incomplete. While the analytical trend analysis techniques applied were successful in the
immediate goal, a much more complete analysis could be performed if required. This
research focused specifically on the effects of the right ascension, inclination, and apoapsis
altitude, while generally assuming a value of 90° for the argument of periapsis. While the
effect of varying this element was examined at high level, other benefits may be identified
with further research. Also, the use of a non-absolute maximum deviation metric could be
explored, as the use of a signed value may offer further insight. Finally, such analytical trend
analysis studies are by definition not comprehensive in nature. There exists an opportunity
for the application of a numerical optimization method to this problem, so that more
specific regions of interest can be found for a given set of requirements and constraints.
For the Magnolia-1 mission, the three final orbit designs were chosen in general, and
are candidates for further analysis and refinement. They also represent an example of the
potential of the analysis technique used and of the various regions of the solution space, and
are not a comprehensive set of suitable options. A further, in-depth analysis could be done to
refine these designs and choose others, or a numerical optimizer could be used to search
local regions of interest observed in the trend analysis results. It is hoped that the results of
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this study contribute to the understanding of the design of eccentric lunar frozen orbits, and
may serve as an inspiration for further research.
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